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Tlte/Rcfcrcncc :^KLTraraiHY yirt°-ii qq.ra. F. No. VI/l(b)/Tech-34/SCN/Surya/18-19 dated
30.11.2018, issued to M/s. Surya Rea) Infra Private Limited, Suryan Logeco Homes,
Survey no. 641, 1/4, Gandhismruti Qo-Operative Housing Society,
Mumatpura, Makarba, Ahmcdabad-380051.

Brief Facts of the Case:
JM/s. Surya Real Infra Private Limited. Suryan Logeco Homes, Survey no.
641, 1/4, Gandhismruti Co-Operative Housing Society, Mumatpura, Makarba,
Ahmedabad-38005 1 {hereinafter referred to as 'the asscssec’ or kthe said assessee’ or
‘the noticee’) is engaged in providing taxable services. The said assessee was holding
Service Tax Registration No. AALCS8214SD001. The said assessee was also availing
the facility of Cenvat Credit under CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004.
2.
During the course of audit conducted by the Officers of the Central Tax Audit
Commissionerate, Ahmedabad, on verification of the records, and as reflected in Para1 of the Final Audit Report 'No. i 94/2018-19-Servicc Tax dated 27.09.2018, issued by
the Assistant Commissioner, Circic-lV, COST Audit, Ahmedabad, it was observed
that the said assessee was engaged in the activity of Construction of complexes
intended for sale to a buyer, wholly or partly and was also availing Cenvat Credit of
the Service Tax paid on the services received by them for their construction activity
and utilizing the same for the payment of Service Tax.
3
It. was also observed during the course of audit, that out of the various
Residential Units constructed during the period, some of them remained unsold/un
booked as on the date of issuance of the Completion Certificate/Building Use
Permission {hereinafter referred to as ’BU ’ or ‘BU Permission for the sake of
brevity), issued by the competent authority i.e. Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation
(AMC) and some or all of them had been booked and sold after the issuance of BU
permission. However the assessec had availed Cenvat credit of tax paid on the services
used in units sold/ booked prior to BU, qualifying to be ‘service5 as well as on the
ser.-iccs used in the units remaining unsold/unbookcd as on the date of BU. not
qualifying to be ‘service’ and always remaining ‘non service5 for good and all.
4.
Under the negative-list based regime of Service Tax, with effect from
01.07,2012. certain activities had been made chargeable to Service Tax, as “Declared
Services” by virtue of Section 66E of the Finance Act, 1994 {hereinafter referred to as
‘the Act1). One such declared service is ‘Construction of a complex intended for
sale to a buyer, wholly or partly5 and the relevant text of the statute reads as under:
[Section 66E. Declared Services.
The following shall constitute declared services, namely :—
a)
construction of a complex, building, civil structure or a part
b)
thereof, including a complex or building intended for sale to a buyer,
wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is received
after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority.
Explanation.— For the purposes of this clause,—
(I) the expression "competent authority " means the Government orany authority authorised to issue completion certificate under any
law for the time being in force and in case of non-requirement of
such certificate from such authority, from any of the following,
namely:—
(A) architect registered with the Council of Architecture constituted

under the Architects Act, 1972 (20 of 1972); or
(B) chartered engineer registered with the Institution of Engineers
(India); or
(C) licensed, surveyor of the respective local body of the city or town
or village or development or planning authority;

(II) the expression ‘construction ” includes additions, alterations,
replacements or remodelling of any existing civil structure:]
4.1
According to the above provisions, by virtue of the words, ‘wholly or partly\
used in clause (b) of Section 6611 of the Act, the activity related to each part i.e.
individual separately identifiable unit {hereinafter referred to as ‘UNIT’ or ‘UNITS’,
for the sake of brevity), will attract treatment, individually and independently, to fall in
the definition of ‘declared service’, as and when each such unit, is booked for sale,
prior to issuance of BU. Therefore each such transaction of booking for sale of a unit
would need to be evaluated as to whether the activity related thereto would fall under
‘declared service’ or not. In the case of a transaction of sale, of an individual
separately identifiable UNIT, involving construction activity therein, docs not fall
under ‘declared service’, the construction activity involved therein will be a NON
SERVICE.
4.1.1 Thus, as soon as any such unit is booked for sale prior to issuance of BU, it
attracts the declaratory provision under clause (b) of Section 66E, ibid, and
accordingly, the construction activity involved in such booked unit finds place under
the definition of ‘declared service' to the only limited extent of that part i.e. to the
extent of that particular specific unit only. Consequentially, to that extent it will be a
‘service’ liable for service tax. Accordingly, it will qualify to be called an ‘output
service’ under Ccnvat Credit Rules, 2004, to the only limited extent of that part i.e. to
the extent of that particular specific unit only. This cycle goes on till the exhaustion
of all UNITS or issuance of BU Permission, whichever occurs first. In case the UNITS
exhausts before issuance of BU Permission, the activity related to construction of
whole complex, will turn out to be ‘declared service’ and will be treated as ‘service’
and the consequences shall follow as per the service tax laws and the Cenvat Credit
Rules.
4.1.2 But if all the UNITS do not exhaust before issuance of the BU Permission, then
the output activities relating to remaining unsold units will never be able to be
declared as ‘service’, by virtue of exclusion as to non-receipt of consideration prior to
issuance ofBU, under clause (b) of Section 66E, ibid.
4.1.3 Although the sale of a unit before BU Permission, is also a transaction of
immovable property, in common parlance, but by mischief of clause (b) of Section
66E, ibid, such sale of unit before BU Permission has been brought out of the purview
of a transaction of immovable property and it has been brouaht under the definition of
‘declared service’, liable for service tax. But, the output activities relating to
remaining units not yet booked for sale, prior to BU, would never be able to be
declared as ‘service’ under clause (b) of Section 66E ibid, and would turn out to
remain only ‘immovable properly1 forever and any transaction relating thereto should
fall under the exclusion clause (a)(i) of clause (44) of Section 65B of the Act and shall
never fall under the definition of ‘service’.
4,1.4 Consequentially, ‘construction activity’ related to the unsold/unbooked units
as on the dale of BU had always remained out of the purview of ‘declared service’,
before the date of BU, by virtue of exclusion as to 'whole consideration received after
BIJ' under clause (b) of Section 66E ibid. AND ALSO such ‘construction aefivity’
related to the unsold/unbooked units, as on the date of BU, would always remain out
of the purview of‘service’, after the date of BU, by virtue of exclusion clause (a)(i) of
clause (44) of Section 65B.of the Act. Thus, unsold/unbookcd units would not ever
attract service tax and other consequences. Thus, ‘construction activity’ related to
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unitr booked/sold prior to the issuance of BU, only, qualifies to be a ‘declared
ser*vice’ and hence subjected to service tax. Till a unit.is not booked or sold before
BU, the construction activity, related to it, remains a ‘non service’, not only during
the period prior to issuance of BU hut also during (he period after the issuance of BU.
Therefore, due to the fact of being ‘NON SERVICE1, it shall not become subject to
service tax and would not be able to be considered as ‘OUTPUT SERVICE’ under
Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. The services used for such output activity, would not
qualify to be 'input services' and consequentially the tax paid on such services,mot
qualifying to be 'input services', would not be eligible for Cenvat credit under Rule
3(1) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Rules’, Tor the sake
of brevity). The relevant text of Section 65 (B) (44) of the Act, reads as under:
[(44) ‘'Service" means any activity carried out by a person for
another for consideration, and includes a declared service, but shall
not include—
(a)

an activity which constitutes merely,

' CO

a transfer of title in goods or immovable property, by
way ofsale, gift or in any other manner; or
(ii) such transfer, delivery or supply of any goods which is
deemed to be a sale within the nieaningof clause (29A) of article 366
of the Constitution; or
\
(Hi) a transaction in money or actionable claim;]

4,1.5 From the above definition, it is jclear that sale/transfer of title of immovable
property, by way of sale, gift or in any other manner is excluded from the definition of
service, subject to not being declared as ‘declared service’ under clause (b) of Section
66E ibid, Therefore, such a sale remaining from being declared as ‘declared service’
under clause (b) of Section 66E ibid, doJs not constitute “Service”.
4.2
A conjoint reading of the above provisions of law makes it explicit that the each
independent and separately identifiable UNIT of the whole activity of construction of
a complex, attracts Service Tax, if a part or whole of the consideration towards such
construction is received prior to Completion Certificate/Building Use permission. The
activity of construction of a part (UNIT), in which the entire consideration is received
after issuance of Building Use Permission, has been kept out of the scope of “Declared
Services”.
Accordingly, the said assessee paid Service Tax under Section 66B of the Act
4.3
read with Section 66E of the Act, only for those UNITS, which had been booked /sold
before the issuance of Building Use (BU) Permissions dated 11.07.2016, 23.08.2016,
30.09.2016, 15.4.2017, 25.4.2017, 28.5.2017 and 30.05.2017 obtained for various
UNITS (i.e. bungalows) in their scheme ‘Surya Logcco Homes’. Consequentially, no
Service Tax would be payable for those Residential Units/Flats which have been sold
after the issue of B. U. Permission. NO Service Tax was paid for those UNITS, which
had remained unsold/unbooked as on the date of BU and would have been sold after
the issue of B. U. Permission.
Therefore, a query memo was issued to the said assessee vide F. No. VI/l(b)4,4
55/C-IV/Audit/AP-27/Ahmd/17-18 dtd. 11.07.2018. The submissions of the said
assessee dated 14.08.2018 was received against above query memo as follows:-

"They do not agree with' the view for reversal of Input Tax Credit offlat
which had been sold after BU Permission, as at the time of provision of
service, it could not be decided whether if is going to be taxable service or
exempt service as it all depends on future exigencies. "
5.

The builders undertake the construction of the building having different

separately identifiable UMTS. Mowcver, the agreement for sale (booking) in respect
of different UNITS can be at different stages, right from Bhoomi-poojan to various
phases of construction or even after completion of construction and obtaining
Completion Certificate/BU Permission. However, during the course of construction of
complex, the builder/dcvcloper utilizes the services of various labour contractors such
as construction contractors, electrical contractors, furniture contractors (for doors/
windows), tiles fitting contractors, colour contractors, etc., constituting major part of
expenditure incurred by the buildcr/developer, directly related to a UNIT under
construction. In addition, they also utilize certain services, but of nominal volume,
such as security service, telephone service, housekeeping service, etc. The
builder/developer receives Service Tax paid invoices from such contractors/service
providers and avails the Ccnvat Credit of Service Tax paid by the contractors/service
providers, on all the services used for advance booked UNITS, being eligible input
services as well as those used for un-booked UNITS, being wrongly availed.
6.
The eligibility and admissibility of Ccnvat Credit Hows from the authority of
Rule 3(1) of the Rules, 2004, which provides that a manufacturer or producer o* final
products or a provider of output service shall be allowed to take CENVAT credit of the
duties, taxes and cesses specified in the said rule, paid on (i) any input or capital goods received in the factory of
manufacture of final product or by the provider of output service on
or after the 1 Oth day of September, 2004; and
(ii) any input service received by the manufacturer of final product
or by the provider of output services on or after the 10th day of
September, 2004.

-

Although, construction of a complex or a building, intended for sale to a
6.1
buyer, wholly or partly, is considered to be a ''declared service’ under clause (b) of
Section 66E of the Act, yet it cannot be considered as ‘declared service’ to the extent
of non sale of a part of it, before completion. Therefore, a developer/builder cannot be
said to have provided or have agreed to provide such service in respect of an
individual flat/unit/shop, till such unit is bookcd/sold prior to issuance of BU, on
full or part payment. This situation exists because non-booking for sale of unit
before receipt of ‘Completion Certificate’ OR The sale of unit after receint of
‘Completion Certificate’ does not constitute ‘service’ to the extent of each unit.
6.2
In the typical case of builders, i.c. Construction of a complex intended for sale
to a buyer, ‘service’ is said to be provided to each individual who books/purchases
flats/units/shops, on payment of pan/full consideration and not in respect of the
entire building constructed. In other words, the builder provides or agrees to provide
services to multiple service recipients in respect of individual flat/unit of the same
project. Till the time, an individual flai/unh/shop is booked/sold, before completion,
there is no element of provision of service involved inasmuch as there is no service
recipient but just have potentiality to be booked before BU and to come under
‘declared service’. But as soon as BU is issued, this potentiality is lost and the activity
turns out to be always out of the purview of ‘declared service’ or ‘service’ and the
natural corollary that follows is that no service is provided or agreed to be provided in
respect of un-booked UNITS remaining as on the date of BU permission. In such a
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situation, there is no service involved, therefore, the developer/builder cannot be said
to be the provider of output service for the flats/units not booked/sold, by the time
the requisite permission from the competent authority is issued. This will be the case
for each individual flat/unit constructed. This is the crux of the matter especially in
light of the words 'wholly or partly ' used in clause (b) of Section 66E of the Act and
the interpretation of the term “Declared Service” at Section 65B(22) of the Act, which
reads as under:
(22) "Declared service ” means any activity carried out by a person
for another person for consideration and declaied as such under
section 66E;

6.2.1 In other words, the developcr/builder is deemed to be the provider of output
service only in those cases, where the flats/units arc booked/sold prior to obtaining the
"Completion Certificate’ from the competent authority. Consequentially, no Cenvat
Credit can be availed in terms of Rule 3(1) supra, till the lime a flat/unit is booked on
part/full payment of consideration, as till such time the person indulged in construction
cannot be said to be the “Service Provider”, insofar as the flats/units not booked/sold.
Fact remains that the builder is very well aware of the booking status of the individual
flats/units and this leads to his knowledge of the fact whether he is an Output Service
Provider for that particular flat/unit or otherwise. This position is very clear in light of
the provisions of Section 65B(22), supra, read with clause (b) of Section 66E, supra,
to which the builder cannot claim ignorance. Thus, the said assessee cannot be held to
be an Output Service Provider for the individual flat/unit till such time every single
flat/unit is booked, prior to obtaining Completion Certificate. This is especially so in
light of the fact that in the event that the unit is booked after receipt of Completion
certificate, the builder is engaged in the activity of only sale, of immovable property
and only W the unit is booked before receipt of Completion certificate, then and
then only, the activity falls under the definition of‘service’ and the builder is said
to be engaged in providing the said services to the proposed owner of the unit,
who shall be recipient of service.
In a nutshell, till the time a flat/unit is booked before BU, on payment of
pan/full consideration, no service can be said to be provided or agreed to be provided.
Thus, the said assessee cannot be said to be an Output Service Provider in respect of
such flats/units in as much as there is no ‘service’ involved, in view of the exclusion at
clause (b) of Section 66E, ibid and as much as no recipient for such flats/units is in
existence and no consideration is involved and rcsultantly no service is provided or
agreed to be provided. After BU, such non-sold units will turn out to remain forever
out of the purview of ‘service’, in view of the exclusion clause (a)(i) under clause (44)
of Section 65B, Ibid as much as it is considered ‘immovable property’ only.
6.3

In view of the above, it appears that the said assesscc is not entitled to take
Cenvat Credit of the services utilized for construction of flats/units which have not
been booked/sold prior to receiving Complction/B.U. Certificate, i.e., UNITS for
which, the said assessee is not an Output Service Provider. Rule 3(1) of Cenvat Credit
Rules clearly stipulates that only an output service provider is entitled to take Cenvat
Credit.
6.4

It is pleaded by the assessee that at the time of incurring expenses or availing
services, it is not known whether the ‘output activity1, in which such services are being
used, will turn out to be ‘output service’ or not, till' issuance of BU. As the output
activity will turn out to be ‘output service1 upon booking of a UNIT (i.c. part of the
output activity) before BU, limited to that PART only. For the remaining units un6.5

booked/unsold as on the dale of BU, the output activity will culminate into mere ^
immovable property and will remain, to that extent, out of the purview of ‘output
service’ forever. Therefore, in relation to a unit, the assessee may not turn out to be
‘provider of output service’, till booking/sale of it before BU and the assessee remains

to be provider of‘no service’, in respect of the units remaining unsold/unbooked as on
the date of BU and bcc }mes not liable for payment of Service Tax, in respect of such
units. So far so good, but the availmenl of Ccnvat credit of the entire expenses
incurred on services, even for those flais/unils which remained unsold as on the date of
BU and some or all of them were sold after receipt of completion certificate and where
no service is provided and where no service tax is paid, is not in consonance with law.
At least at the time of obtaining “Completion Certificate”, the said assessee would be
well aware about how much quantity of activity has fallen under the definition of
‘service’ and what is remaining quantity of activity turning out to be immovable
property and getting always excluded from the definition of service. At that time they
will be well aware that they had taken ineligible Ccnvat Credit in respect of units, the
sale of which, in future, would never be able to constitute a ‘service, in any remote
possibility. If the assessce had no malafide intention, they would have paid back the
ineligible Cenvat Credit at the time, the BU is obtained. The said assessee has
therefore, wrongly taken the Cenvat Credit, in respect of those UNITS which do not
constitute ‘service’, in violation of the Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004,
read with definitions under Rule 2(1) and 2(p) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
6.6
In the case of construction service every project is a differently identifiable
business and the provision of service clement would begin on the booking of each
individual unit, to the extent of that unit and would cease on completion of the
transaction involved and therefore, as exemplified above no output service is said to be
provided till the individual unit is booked on payment of part/full consideration, prior
to obtaining CompIeiion/B.U. Certificate. Moreover, as soon as the Completion/B.U.
Certificate is obtained, no service element exists in respect of the flats/units remaining
unsold/unbooked or sold/booked thereafter. However, majority of input services are
used for the entire project and the Cenvat Credit of the tax paid thereon is availed
much prior to the completion of the project and obtaining Completion/B.U. Certificate
and is also utilized for payment of Service Tax on the UNITS booked/sold prior to
obtaining such certificate. Hardly any credit availed, is in balance which would lapse
on completion of the project/obtaining of Completion Certificate. In such a scenario
the exchequer would be defrauded of its legitimate dues in so far as the Cenvat Credit,
of the tax paid on the services used in the construction of units/flats sold after
Completion/B.U. Certificate is obtained, is availed, and in which case there is neither
any element of service nor any Service Tax is paid.
6.7
To exemplify, suppose, a builder starts construction of project having 100
units. All the services of landscaping, works contractor (for construction), electrical
fittings, architect service, furniture contractors (for doors/windows), tiles fitting
contractors, color contractors, etc., arc availed and utilised prior 10 completion of the
project subsequent to which a Completion /B.U. Certificate is issued. Assuming that
Rs.10 lakhs of Cenvat Credit is involved/availed in the construction of these hundred
units, which works out to say Rs. 10,000/- per unit, assuming all the units are of equal
dimensions. Now, if out of 100 units constructed, only 20 units are sold/booked prior
to obtaining the Complcticn Certificate, output service would be said to be provided
on these 20 units only in terms of provisions of Service Tax Act/Rulcs and Service
Tax would be paid on the value of these 20 units only. In fact no service is provided in
respect of the remaining 80 units & no Service Tax is payable on these units.
Consequentially, the builder should be entitled to Cenvat Credit proportionate to the
units in case where output service is provided, i.e. Rs. 2 lakhs (20 x 10000) and
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should have availed the same only as and when they provided output service to those
persons who booked the UNITS prior to obtaining Completion Certificate/B.U.
Permission. Therefore, availing and utilizing entire credit of Rs.10 lakhs (say excess
credit of Rs. 8 Lakhs) was neither intended by law nor is in consonance with the
provisions of Cenvat Credit Rules. The availment of Cenvat Credit, in respect 6f all
100 units while paying Service Tax only in respect of 20 units, goes not only against
the will of the statute but also enriches the said assesscc by permitting him to: pay
almost all his dues utilizing Cenvat Credit, which in fact was never available to him.
Permitting the Cenvat Credit of all the services used for the entire project would result
in double benefit and unjust enrichment of the builders at the cost of exchequer. This
cannot be countenanced by law. Therefore, Cenvat Credit wrongly availed in excess of
the entitlement is required to be recovered under the provisions of Rule 14 of the
Ceuvat Credit Rules.
7.
Further, in terms of Rule 2(7) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, “Input Service’'
means any service used by a provider of output service for providing an output:
service {emphasis supplied). Rule 2(/) reads thus:
[(1) “Input Service ” means any service, (i)
used by a provider of output service for providing an output
service: or
(ii) used by a manufacturer, whether directly or indirectly, in or in
relation to the manufacture offinal products and clearance offinal
products up to the place ofremoval,
7
7.1
As amply discussed hereinabove, the said assessee is not an Output Service
Provider in respect of the UNITS, which have not been booked/sold, before the date
the Completion Certificate/B.U. Permission is received. Resultantly, the portion of
services utilized for construction of such UNITS would not qualify as “Input Service”
in as much as such portions of services have not been utilized for providing an output
sen ice. Therefore, the said assessee is not eligible to take Cenvat Credit of tax paid on
such portion of services, utilized in an activity, which does not constitute “Service”.

8.
The Cenvat credit scheme has been introduced with a view to avoid the
cascading effect of taxes. The question of cascading effect would not arise in respect
of the activity on which no Service Tax is payable. Consequently, the Cenvat Credit
would not be admissible in respect of such activities which are not chargeable to
Service Tax. The sale of units with full consideration after ‘completion certificate’ is
received or no sale takes place at all, shall constitute NO ‘service; at all. Such an
activity is entirely out of the scope of ‘service’ in terms of definition provided at
Section 65B(44) of the Finance Act, 1994. Therefore, the Ccnvat credit in respect of
such non-taxable activity not constituting ‘service’ is not admissible in terms of Rule
3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, read with the definitions under Rule 2 accorded
to the terms, 'input service' and ‘output service ' used in Rule 3( 1) of the Cenvat Credit
Rules, 2004.
9.
In consonance with Rule 3(1), Rule 6 of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, restricts
the *he amount of availment of Cenvat credit and devises the ways of reversal of
excess (disproportionate) credit, if any availed by the assessee. The most relevant is
the Explanation TIL inserted w.e.f. 01.04.2011, vide notification no. 3/2011-C.E.
(N T ), dated 1 -3-201 1, under sub-rule (3) of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004,
which reads as under:-

|
|

[Explanation III. - No CENVA T credit shall be taken on the duty or
tax paid on any goods and services that are not inputs or input
services]

9.1 : Explanation III, ibid, was re-numbered w.e.f. 01.04.2016, vide notification no.
33/2016-C.E. (N.T,), dated 1-3-2016. as Explanation 2 under sub-rule (3) of Rule 6 of
Cenval Credit Rules, 2004. 'which reads as under:[Explanation 2. - No CENVAT credit shall be uiken on the duty or
tax paid on any goods and services that are not inputs or input
services.]
9.2

Further Section 66B of the Finance Act provides as under:[SECTION 66B. Charge of service tax on and after Finance Act,
2012.—There shall be levied a tax (hereinafter referred to as the
service tax) at the rale of fourteen per cent on the value of all
services, other than those services specified in the negative list,
provided or agreed to be provided in the taxable territory by one
person to another and collected in such manner as may be
prescribed.]

From the foregoing, it is explicit that Service Tax is levied only on the value of
9.3
the services provided or agreed to be provided by one person to another and
conversely no Service Tax is levied when no service is provided, as in the case
where the flats/units remain unsold as on the date of obtaining requisite permission
from the competent authority.
In view of the above, it appears that the assessce is liable to follow the
9.4
provisions of Rule 3(1) to avail the Cenvat credit of tax paid on services to the extent
used for providing taxable output services, and follow the provisions contained in
Explanation 111/2 under Rule 6(3) of the Rules, Ibid, which restrict the amount of
availment of Cenvat credit of tax paid on services used for providing output services
only.
However, in the instant case, the assessce has taken Cenvat Credit in respect of
10.
services received for the construction of the entire buiiding/complex and the unit-wise
segregation of such input services is not done, although major portion of such inward
services is directly related to UNITS under construction. In such circumstances, the
best recourse to determine such ineligible Cenvat Credit on a composite project would
be to ascertain it on proportionate basis, either based on the number of units, if all the
units are of equal dimension or on the basis of constructed area if the units are having
different dimensions.
In view of the above discussion, it appears that the builder/developer including
11.
the said assessee in this case, was eligible to take proportionate credit only for the
units booked on payment of consideration, either based on the total area of
construction or number of units (if all the units are of equal dimensions). In such a
scenario, neither undue credit would be availed nor there would be any requirement of
recovery of excess credit availed. This will also not entail any financial burden on the
builders as they will avail the proportionate credit at the time of booking the flats and
the! Service Tax will also be paid thereafter on receipt of payment/advance payment
including Service Tax from the service recipient.
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11.1 Without prejudice to the above, even if the said assessee had taken Cenvat
Credit in respect of all the services utilized for construction of the whole
project/building, under the influence that they will book or sell all units before
issuance of BU, but at least at the time of obtaining '‘Completion Certificate”, the said
assessee would be well aware about how much quantity of activity has fallen under
the definition of ‘service’ and what is remaining quantity of activity turning out to be
mere immovable property and getting always excluded from the definition of
service. At that time they will be well 'aware that they had taken ineligible Cenvat
Credit in respect of units, the sale of which, in future, would never be able to constitute
a "service, in any remote possibility. Then also the said assessee should have paid
back the ineligible Cenvat Credit at the time, the BU is obtained, if they had no
malafide intention to evade the payment of service tax. Therefore, at least at the
time the “Completion Certificate’' was obtained, the said assessce ought to have paid
back the excess amount of Cenvat Credit availed of the tax paid on services used for
the UNITS, construction activity of which would not constitute ‘output service1. Even
the fact, of obtaining "Completion Certificate", when he will be sure that no output
activity left to be provided, will ever come under the definition of ‘output service ’ and
by virtue of which the liability of the assessee to pay back ineligible Cenvat Credit
availed, if any, in excess or disproportionate to the taxable output services, would
certainly be known to the assessee, was never disclosed to the Department. The said
assessee had suppressed these facts from the Department to illegally avail the Cenvat
Credit which was ineligible by virtue of Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules read
with definitions under Rule 2(/) and 2(p) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
11.2 Whereas, it appears that in the instant case, the said assessee has taken and
utilized the CENVAT Credit of the services used for the construction of entire project,
i.e., for the UNITS booked/sold prior to obtaining the B.U. permission on which
Service Tax was paid, as well as on the UNITS booked/sold after obtaining the B.U.
Permission or not sold at all and on which no Service Tax was paid and in fact, in
which case no service was provided by the assessec. However, no Cenvat Credit is
admissible of tax paid on the services used for units remaining unsold upon obtaining
the B.U. Permission /Completion Certificate, as no output service is provided in such
cases. The services utilized for the construction of the units unsold at the time of
issuance of the B.U. Permission, proportionate to the total area constructed, cannot be
termed as ‘input service' and hence, such portion of Cenvat Credit availed and utilized
for construction of flats/units sold after obtaining B.U. Permission is not admissible
under Rule 3(1) read with Rule 2(f) and Rule 2(p) of'the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
11.3 Whereas, on being pointed out to the assessec during the course of audit, vide a
query memo from F. No. VI/l(b)-55/C-IV/Audit/AP-27/Ahmd/17-18 did. 11.07.2018,
the assessee did not agree with the audit objection and submitted vide their letter dated
14.08.2018 that they do not agree with the view for reversal of Input Tax Credit, as at
the time of provision of service, it could not be decided whether it is going to be
taxable service or exempt service as it all depends on future exigencies.
12.
Whereas it appears that the said assessee has taken Cenvat Credit (during the
period from Apr-2014 to Jun-2017) of the Service Tax, amounting to Rs.1,54,17,642/-,
paid on the services utilized for the construction of the UNITS (21 in all) under their
Scheme, namely, ‘Suryan Logeco Homes’, and further the proportionate Cenvat Credit
to be reversed by the assessec for this scheme is as per the follow mentioned table:-
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12.1 As evident from the above table, BU permission was given on above cited dates
for their scheme, by the competent authority at different interval of time. Out of rotal
built-up area of 11101.63 SQMTR, there was an area of 4466.86 SQMTR which
remained unsold at the time of BU permission. Hence, the proportionate Cenvat Credit
to the extent of Rs.62,03,454/-, as worked out above, availed and utilized for the part
of the construction in which no element of ‘output service’ was involved is not
admissible as discussed supra.
13. ' Therefore, such Cenvat Credit is found to have been availed by the assessee in
contravention of provisions of Rule 3(1) read with definitions under Rule 2(1) and 2(p)
of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, as explained vide Explanation III / Explanation 2
under sub-rule (3) of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, with intent to evade the
payment of Service Tax, as the said wrongly availed inadmissible Cenvat Credit has
beeri used for payment of Service Tax.
14.
Further, Rule 9(6) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 stipulates that the burden of
proof regarding the admissibility of Cenvat Credit on input services shall lie upon the
manufacturer or provider of output services, taking such credit. In this era of selfassessment, the onus of taking legitimate Cenvat Credit has been passed on the said

assessee in terms of the said Rule. In other words, it is the responsibility of the said
assessee to take Cenvat Credit only if the same is legally admissible. In the case of
M/s. Rathi Steel & Power Ltd. [2015(321)ELT200(A11)]J the High Court of
Judicature at Allahabad held that:
;

;
\
i

[32. We further find that under Rules, 2004, a burden is cast upon
the manufacturer to ensure that Cenvat credit is correctly claimed
by them and proper records are maintained in that regard.
33. The assessee, in response to the show cause notice had stated
that there is no provision in Central Excise Law to disclose the

I
?

\
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details of the credit or to submit the duty paying documents, which in
our opinion is false and an attempt to deliberately contravene the
provisions of the Act, 1944 and the rules made there under with an
intent to evade the duty.]

■

14.1 Similarly, once the assessee avails credit, without entitlement, it amounts to
contravention of the rule with the intention of evading payment and the extended
period of limitation would be available to $he Revenue, as held by Hon’ble High Cjourt
of Judicature for Andhra Pradesh at Hyderabad, in the case of M/s Sree Rayalsebma
Hi-Strength Hypo Ltd. [2012 (278)ELT 167(AP)], reproduced as under:[9. The contention of the learned counsel for the assessee that the
extended period of limitation offive years for recovery of the duty
under the proviso to Section 11 A(J) of the Central Excise Act, 1944
would not be available to the Revenue in this case, as the penalty
proposed to be levied was dropped, does not hold water. The
extended period offive years for recovery of duties either levied or
short-levied arises under various situations such as fraud, collusion,
wilful mis-statement, suppression of facts or contravention of the
provisions of the Act or the Rules made thereunder with intention to
evade payment of duty. It is no doubt true that the conditions that
would extend the normal period of one year to five years would also
attract the imposition of penalty [Union of India v. Rajasthan
Spinning and Weaving Mills - (2009) 13 SCC 448 = 2009 (238)
E.L.T, 3 (S.C.)]. But merely because the ingredients for both are the
same, it would not mean that in case penalty is not imposed, the duty
also cannot be recovered. Once the assessee availed credit under
Rule 2(k) of the Rules of 2004 without entitlement it amounts to
contravention of the ride with the intention of evading payment and
the extended period of limitation would be available to the Revenue,
notwithstanding the decision not to propose penalty upon the
assessee.]
14.2 Therefore, it appears that there is intention to evade payment of Service Tax
and they have contravened the provisions of Rule 3(1) read with 2(1) and 2(p) of the
Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 & Explanation III/2 under Rule 6(3) of the Cenvat Credit
Rules, 2004 and therefore, the wrongly availed and utilized Service Tax Credit of
Rs.1,02,37,975/- is liable to be recovered by invoking extended period of five years
under proviso to Section 73(1) of the Finance Act, 1994, read with Rule 14(l)(ii) of
the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. Applicable interest is also to be demanded and
recovered from them in terms of Section 75 of the Act ibid read with Rule 14(l)(ii) of
the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
15.
The Government has from the very beginning placed full trust on«the
manufacturers/service providers and accordingly measures like self-assessments etc.,
based on mutual trust and confidence are in place. Further, a manufacturer/service
provider is not required to maintain any statutory or separate records under the
provisions of the Finance Act and Rules made there under, as considerable amount of
trust is placed on them and private records maintained by them, for normal business
purposes are accepted, practically for all the purposes, All these operate on the basis of
honesty of the said assessee; therefore, the governing statutory provisions create an
absolute liability when any provision is contravened or there is a breach of trust placed
on them. From the evidences, it appears that the said assessee has knowingly availed
ineligible Cenvat Credit with intent to evade payment of Service Tax. The deliberate

short-payment of tax by availing and utilising ineligible Cenvat Credit and suppression
of ineligible Cenvat credit and value of non- taxable activities are in utter disregard to
the requirements of taw. This act and omission on the part of the assessee is a breach
of trust deposed on them, and are certainly not in tune with government’s efforts in the
direction to create a voluntary tax compliance regime.
16.
Further, it appears that the assessee has wrongly taken Cenvat Credit of tax
paid on various services, proportionate to those used in the constructions of
flais/units, booked/sold after obtaining BU permission, inasmuch as they are neither
the provider of output service nor are these services (proportionate to the flats/units,
booked/sold prior to obtaining BU permission) used for providing an output service
as contemplated in Rule 2 (l) and 2(p) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. The provisions
of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 are very much explicit inasmuch as they clearly
lay down the provisions for eligibility/ineligibilily for availing credit of duty paid
on goods and capital goods as well as Service Tax paid on services. What construes
“Capital Goods”, “Inputs” and “Input Services” is well defined under the Rules.
Therefore, there cannot be any ambiguity regarding the eligibility for availing
Cenvat Credit and the said assessee could not have bred any doubt as regards the
same. However, the said assessee in sheer disregard to the provisions of law,
availed and utilized ineligible .Cenvat Credit and thereby, they contravened the
provisions of Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, read with Rule 2(1) and
2(p) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, as discussed hereinabove. Further, it appears
that the event of'obtaining of B.U. was never disclosed to the Department and
consequent reflecting of the non-taxable value in the ST-3 returns was nc' er
brought to the notice of the Department by the said assessce. Thus, it appears that
the said assessee has suppressed the said facts with intent to evade payment of tax
by utilizing such inadmissible Cenvat Credit. Moreover, in the present regime of
liberalization, self-assessment and filing of ST-3 returns online, no documents
whatsoever are submitted by the said assessee to the department and therefore the
department would come to know about such wrong availing of Cenvat Credit only
during audit or preventive/other checks. Therefore, the Government in its wisdom
has incorporated the provisions of sub-rules (5) and (6) of Rule 9 of the Cenvat
Credit Rules, 2004 to cast upon the burden of proof of admissibility of Cenvat
Credit on the manufacturer or output service provider taking such credit. In the case
of M/s. Lalit Enterprises [2010 (17) STR 370 (Tri Chennai)], it was held that in
the light of the fact that verification of the records resulted in the Department
coming to know that the assessees did not disclose receipt of service charges,
therefore, five years period has been correctly invoked and applied against the
assessee as the case falls within the proviso to Section 73(1) of the Finance Act,
1994 and the demand is not barred by limitation. In the case of M/s Mahavir
Plastics [2010 (255) FLT 241(Tri Mumbai)], it has been held that if facts are
gathered by department in subsequent investigation, it is not correct to say that die
relevant facts were known to the department during the period of dispute, in such a

situation, the decisions of the Apex Court cited by (he Id. Counsel would not be of
any avail to the assessee. As the wrong and inadmissible credit taken is in
contravention of the provisions of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 by resorting to
suppression and misrepresentation, the same is required to be recovered under the
proviso to Section 73(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 14(l)(ii) of
Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, by invoking extended period, along with applicable
interest at the appropriate rate under Section 75 of the Finance Act, 1994 read with
Rule 14(l)(ii) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. All the above-mentioned acts of
contravention of the provisions of the Finance Act and Rules framed there under on
the part of the said assessee have been committed with intent to evade payment of
duty and thereby they have rendered themselves liable for penalty under Section
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78(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 15(3) of the Cenvat Credit Rules
2004.
i
Pre-Show Cause Notice consultation for Litigation Management and Dispute
17.
Resolution, in terms of instructions issued from File No.l080/09/DLA/Misc/2015
dated 21-12-2015 was granted to the said asscssce on 19.11.2018 before the Joint
Commissioner, Central Tax Audit, Ahmcdabad. Nobody appeared for the assessee
for the pre-show cause notice consultation on 19.11.2018.
The said assessee was earlier registered under the Jurisdiction of: the
18.
Commissioner of Service Tax, Ahmedabad. Consequent to the issue of the
Notification No. 12/2017-Central Excise (NT) to 14/2017-Central Excise (NT); all
dated 09.06.2017, appointing the officers of various ranks as Central Excise officers &
reallocating the jurisdiction of the Central Excise Officers and Trade Notice No.
001/2017 dated 16.06.2017 issued by the Chief Commissioner, Central Excise &
Service Tax, Ahmedabad Zone, the said assessee is now registered under the
Jurisdiction of the Commissioner, Central Goods and Service Tax, Ahmedabad South.
The then effective provisions of the Central Excise Act, 1944 and the Central
19.
Excise Tariff Act, 1985, as repealed vide Section 174(1) of the CGST Act, 2017 and
the ihen effective provisions of the Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994, as omitted
vide Section 173 of the CGST Act, 2017, and the then effective provisions of the
Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, as superseded vide notification no. 20/2017-CE (NT) dated
30.06.2017, have been saved vide Section 174(2) of the CGST Act, 2017 and
notification no. 20/2017-CE (NT) dated 30.06.2017. Therefore, the provisions of the
said repealed/amended Acts and Rules made there under are enforced for the purpose
of demand of duty, interest, etc. and imposition of penalty under this notice. As per
Section 142(8)(a) of the CGST Act, 2017, where in pursuance of an assessment or
adjudication proceedings instituted, whether before, on or after the appointed day,
under the existing law, any amount of tax, interest, fine or penalty becomes
recoverable from the person, the same shall, unless recovered under the existing law,
be recovered as an arrear of tax under this Act.
20.
Therefore, M/s. Surya Real Infra Private Limited were called upon by the
Joint Commissioner of Central Tax, Audit Commissionerale, Ahmedabad, vide Show
Cause Notice dated 30.11.2018, issued from File no. VI/l(b)/Tech34/SCN/Surya/2018-19, to show cause to the Additional/Joint Commissioner of
Central GST, Ahmedabad South, having his office at Central GST Bhavan, Opp.
Polytechnic, Panjrapole, Ambawadi. Ahmedabad, Gujarat 380015, as to why:(i)

Wrongly taken and utilized Cenvat Credit of Rs.62,03,454/- (Rupees Sixty Two
Lakh, Three Thousand, Four Hundred & Fifty Four Only) as detailed above
should not be disallowed and recovered from the said assessee, under the
proviso to Section 73(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 14(l)(ii) of
the Cenvat Credit Rules,2004 by invoking extended period of limitation;

(ii)

Interest should not be charged and recovered under Section 75 of the Finance
Act, 1994 read with Rule 14(1 )(ii) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004; and

(iii)

Penalty should not be imposed upon them under Section 78(1) of the Act read
with Rule 15(3) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.

The subject SCN was served to the asscsscc on 05.12.2018 and was
21.
acknowledged by the director of the assessee company. The assessee were directed to

show cause against the action proposed to be taken within 30 days from the daje of,
receipt of this notice and to produce at the time of showing cause all the evidences
upon which they intend to rely in support of their defense. However, the assessee did
not file their reply submission till October, 2019.
Defense Submission:
22.
The case was posted for personal hearing first on 22.10.2019, then on
21.05.2020, on 05.06.2020 and 16.06.2020. However, none appeared on behalf of the
assessee. The matter was again posted for personal hearing on 27.07.2020, when Shri
Arpan Shah, Chartered Accountant appeared on behalf of the. a.ssessee and stated that
the} reply along with detailed working of quantum of duty is under preparation and
sought next date on 06.08.2020. However, the assessee or its representative did not
turn up on 06.08.2020. The case was again posted for last and final opportunity for
personal hearing on 20.08,2020, with the warning that if they fail to appear for
personal hearing or represent their case, it will be presumed that they do not desire to
be heard in person and the case will be adjudicated on the basis of the evidences
available on record without any further communication to them in this matter.
However, the assessee or its representative did not turn up even on 20.08.2020. The
matter could not be delayed further to meet justice and therefore the same needs to be
taken up for adjudication, on the basis of the evidences available on record.

Discussion and Findings:
23.
I have carefully gone through the Show Cause Notice, relevant case
records like Final Audit Report no. 194/2018-19-Service Tax dated 27.09.2018,
Building Use Permissions dated 11.07.2016 and onwards issued by the Ahmedabad
Municipal Corporation and the assessee’s submission dated 14.08.2018, in response
to query memo dated 11.07.2018. 1 find that the asscssee had been engaged in the
activity, of construction of complexes or buildings, in the form of construction of
individual separately identifiable UNITS (hereinafter referred to as ‘UNIT’ or
‘UNITS') in a complex or building, intended for subsequent sale to different
potential buyers. The assessee had been paying service tax, on their construction
activity, for the UNITS which were advance booked, prior to completion (i.e. -while
under construction), for subsequent sale, as being subject to service tax, by virtue of
the provision of clause (b) of Section 66E of the Act. Thus, the assessee had paid
service tax, on their construction activity, for the UNITS, admeasuring built up area
of 6634.77 SQ MTU., out of the total built up area of 11,101.63 SQ MTR., which
were advance booked, prior to completion (i.e. while under construction), for
subsequent sale.
Here, I feel it necessary to refer the relevant provisions under Section
66B read with clause (44) of Section 65B and clause (b) of Section 66E of the Finance
Act, 1994 and to analyze the same vis-a-vis the activities carried out by the assessee.
Fonready reference, the relevant provision of Section 66B, clause (44) of Section 65B
andjelause (b) of Section 66E of the Finance Act, 1994, are reproduced, as under:-

23.1

[SECTION 66B. Charge of service tax on and after Finance Act,
2012.—
There shall be levied a tax (hereinafter referred to as the service tax)
at the rate offourteen percent on the value of all services, other than
those services specified in the negative list, provided or agreed to be
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J

provided in the taxable territory by one. person to another and
collected in such manner as may be prescribed.]

[(44) “Service” means any activity carried out by a person for
another for consideration, and includes a declared service, but shall
not include—
(a)

I

an activity which constitutes merely,

a transfer of title in goods or immovable property, by
way ofsale, gift or in any other manner; or

(0

i

[Section 66E. Declared Services. - The following shall constitute
declared services, namely ;—
(a)

(b) construction of a complex, building, civil structure or a part
thereof including a complex or building intended for sale to a buyer,
wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is received
after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority.]

!
)

Going through the above provisions, first and foremost, I find that
23.1.1
‘SERVICE’ was NOT goods or immovable property BUT an ACTIVITY'. Since
Service Tax was levied on the value of services, provided or agreed to be provided, by
one person to another, as per S.ection 66B, ibid, no goods or immovable property had
been made subject to service tax. ONLY ‘ACTIVITY’ had been made subject to
service tax.
I also find that a transfer of title in immovable property was NOT a
23.1.2
service. BUT activity of construction by builders (related to immovable property,
against Advance Booking) had been declared to constitute ‘declared services', ip the
extent, provided or agreed to be provided, whplly____or___pgrtly, while Under
construction, prior to COMPLETION.
I find that the assessee is a builder, who obtained necessary permission
23.1.3
for developmental work on different pieces of land and undertook the activities'as to
construction of complexes or buildings, in the form of construction of individual
separately identifiable UNITS in a complex or building, intended for subsequent
sale to different potential buyers. They carried on the activities as per the approved
plans.
Meanwhile they accepted advance booking (orders/requisition) for the
23.1.4
UNITS for subsequent sale after completion and accepted advance amounts {known
as booking token or band in common parlance) from the buyers, against the ;price
fixed for the advance booked UNITS, wjfle under w
prior to
COMPLETION of construction. A document commonly known as TOKEN RECfelPT
or BANAKHAT was prepared, at the time of advance booking, as an agreement for
subsequent sale upon COMPLETION.
J
They carried on the construction activities related to pre-booked UNITS
23.1.5
■i
and then, after COMPLETION, entered into a SALE DEED (or VECHAN KIHAT)

with each buyer for each pre-booked UNIT and handed over the possession of each
such pre-booked UNIT separately to respective buyers and thus completed 'the
pXovMQn.of.service of construction. Such construction activities, carried out for a
recipient, i.e. buyer, against an explicit order for service requisition in the form of

advance booking, while ti^

prior to COMPLETION ONLY, were '

made the subject matter of taxation under service tax as ‘declared service’ under

clause (b) of Section 66E of the Act, to the limited extent of UNITS so pre-booked,
Thus, the sale or agreement for subsequent sale of a UNIT, while UNDER
CONSTRUCTION, ONLY would constitute ‘declared service’.
They also carried on the construction activities related to un-booked i.e
23.1.6
NOT so pre-booked UNITS as well. If all of the UNITS were not so pre-booked, till
the time of COMPLETION, the remaining UNITS would also get COMPLETED and
cannot be said to be ‘under construction'. The UNITS, agreed to be sold, against
advance booking, ‘while under construction' form part of ‘declared services’, BUT,
the remaining un-booked UNITS, not ‘under construction' but COMPLETED
UNITS, would only fit to fall under the category of immovable property.
Since SERVICE was not an immovable property but an ACTIVITY
23.1.7
only. Therefore, what was NOT an ACTIVITY, would never form part of SERVICE.
Therefore a transaction in IMMOVABLE PROPERTY would never form part of
SERVICE. But in respect of construction by builders, against advance booking, the
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY would still prevail/still exist in respect of the UNITS
not yet COMPLETED, but are UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
Therefore an agreement (BANAKHATj for subsequent sale, by a builder,
23.1.8
against advance booking of a UNIT (while under construction), prior to
COMPLETION, would form a ‘PROVISION OF SERVICE’. BUT, an agreement
(BANAKHAT) for subsequent sale or an agreement of sale (VECHANKHAT), by a
builder of a UNIT (which is NOT under construction but COMPLETED), after
COMPLETION of construction, would NEVER constitute a ‘PROVISION OF
SERVICE’. Thus, Advance Booking, prior to COMPLETION of construction, is the
criteria for a builder’s transaction to fall under SERVICE or under MERE
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY.
The phrase, relevant to the activity of construction by the assessee
23.1.9
reads as, 'construction of a complex or building,
, including a comple: or
building intended for sale to a buyer, wholly or partly, except where the entire
consideration is received after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent
authority’, in clause (b), supra.
Analyzing the words, wholly or partly ', used in the phrase, I find that
23.1.10
■ the complex or building may be intended for sale to a buyer, as a whole or in parts, as

the case may be. If the complex or building is not intended for sale as a whole, then
each part, i.e. each ‘UNIT’, will attract treatment, individually and independently, to
fall in the definition of ‘declared service’, as and when each such (individual
separately identifiable) UNIT, is intended for sale to a buyer, while the UNIT is under
construction, by way of advance booking for the UNIT by a buyer.
23.1-11
Analyzing the words, ‘construction of a complex or building intended
for sale to a buyer ’, used in the phrase, I infer that there must exist a buyer, to whom,
the Construction services, wholly or partly, can be provided to or with whom, it can be
the agreed to provide construction services, wholly or partly. As per dictionary
meaning, buyer, is one who buys. Therefore,, for.an.jntentipn.for.salego.take place,
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there,.needs..to..be a..buyer..in..existence. I further infer that existence of the
construction services is also an essential element, to be provided or to agree to
provide thenceforth. The construction services cannot come into existence after
COMPLETION. Therefore construction services can be provided or can be agreed to
be provided, ONLY, while the UNIT is muter construction, prior to COMPLETION.
In ’iew of this, I hold that provision of construction services can be made ONLY to
an existing buyer of UNIT or agreement to provide construction services can be
made ONLY with an existing buyer of UNIT, while the UNIT is 'under
constructions
23.1.12
Analyzing the words, intended for sale', used in the phrase, I also infer
that the word, 'intended', (past tense form of the verb, intend ) had been purposely
used here to mandate that the intention for sale to a buyer, should have been well
established before COMPLETION of construction, i.e. 'WHILE UNDER
CONSTRUCTION1. Therefore, there must exist a buyer, there must exist
construction services, in a UNIT intended for sale and such intention for sale to a
buyer, should be well established bv wav of BOOKING RECEIPT or BANAKHAT,.
It is a matter of fact that the construction services cannot come into existence after
COMPLETION. Therefore construction services can be provided or can be agreed to
be provided (in other words intended for sate), ONLY, while under construction,
prior to COMPLETION. In view of this, I hold that provision of construction
services can be made ONLY to an existing buyer of UNIT or agreement to provide
construction services can be made ONLY with an existing buyer of UNIT, while the
UNIT is 'under construction', and an agreement, for subsequent sale after
completion, in the form of BOOKING RECEIPT or BANAKHAT shall establish such
intention for sale to a buyer.
23.1.13
Analyzing the words, except where the entire consideration is received
after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority’, used in the
phrase, I again infer that provision of construction services can be made ONLY to
an existing buyer of UNIT or agreement to provide construction services can be

made ONLY with an existing buyer of UNIT, while the UNIT is 'under
construction', prior to COMPLETION of construction. If advance booking
(orcers/requisition) for the UNITS for subsequent sale after completion, has NOT
been accepted, white under construction, prior to COMPLETION of construction,
then only entire consideration is received after issuance of completion-certificate, i.e.
COMPLETION of construction, Even otherwise, after COMPLETION, no
construction services, remain pending to be provided, as the same would already
have ended in
MERE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY’. Therefore
upon
COMPLETION, the remaining un-booked COMPLETED UNITS, merit to be
categorized as, 4MERE IMMO VARLE PROPERTT. only.

23.1.14

Thus, I see that the phrase used herein itself makes a specific exclusion
for an activity of construction of a complex or building or a part thereof, to be
declared as 'declared service’ that if the whole or a part of a complex or building is
not intended for sale to a buyer, white under construction, i.e. prior to
COMPLETION, against advance booking, then, it can never be a ‘declared service’
to the extent of whole or a part of a complex or building, respectively. In other words,
if advance booking (orders/requisition) for the UNITS for subsequent sale after

completion, has NOT been accepted, white under construction, prior to
COMPLETION of construction, then the entire consideration would be received after
issuance of completion-certificate, i.e. COMPLETION of construction. Receiving the
whole consideration after COMPLETION of construction, i.e. after issuance of

completion-certificate, will only establish that no intention for sale to a buyer
existed prior to COMPLETION.
In view of the above, 1 come to conclusion that the activity of
23.W15
construction of a complex or building, has to pass the following tests, for the whole or
a part thereof, to be declared as ‘declared service’, under clause (b), ibid, as under:Whether the whole or a part of a complex or building is intended for
sale to a buyer; and

(0

(ii)
Whether such intention for sale to a buyer as a whole or in parts is well
established, while under construction, i.e. before completion., by way of advance
booking token or banakhai etc, as discussed hereinabove.
Therefore, I also conclude that the activity of construction of a complex
23.1.15.1
or building, in absence of advance booking, for the whole or a part thereof, while
under construction, i.e. prior to completion, would fail to fall under ‘declared
service’ and it would rather end in, ‘Mere Immovable Property’.
I find that the entry at clause (b), supra, read as 'construction of a
23.1.16
complex, building, civil structure or a part thereof including a complex or building
intended for sale to a buyer, wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is
received after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority', pertain
to construction activities. Out of this entry, the phrase, read as, ‘construction of a
including a complex or building, intended for sale to a
complex or building,
buyer, wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is received after
issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority', used in the entry at
clause (bC supra, specifically deals with activities of the builders, i.e. the activity of
construction of a complex or building, against advance booking, for the whole or a
part thereof, while under construction, i.e. prior to completion of construction. Other
general construction activities undertaken by various contactors, as mere labour
contractors (for only labour/job work) or as works contractors (for labour work along
with material) are covered under the phrase ‘construction of a complex, building, civil
structure or a part (hereof used in the entry at clause (b). supra. The construction
activities undertaken by builders, involve not only labour work and cost of material
but also the value of LAND.
The land and anything attached therewith, is an immovable property.
23.1.17
Service tax could not be levied on land and other construction materials used for an
immovable property BUT could only be levied on construction services (say
labour/job work), involved therein, provided, against Advance Booking, while under
construction, prior to COMPLETION. Upon COMPLETION, the construction
activities, in absence of advance booking, would only end in mere immovable
property. Therefore advance booking/sale while under construction only could be
declared as ‘service’ for the reason that construction services could be provided at the
time of construction only and not after COMPLETION at any rate, because NO
construction activities would remain pending thereafter to be provided, to the buyer.
23.1.18
To bring the builders’ construction services, i.e. ‘the activity of
construction of a complex or building against advance booking, for the whole or a
part thereof, while under construction, prior to completion of construction’, under
service tax net, the phrase, 'construction of a complex or building,
Including a
complex or building intended for sale to a buyer, wholly or partly, except where the
entire consideration is received after issuance of completion-certificate by the
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competent authority’, found place under the entry at clause (b), supra, to declare
. builders’ services, while under construction, as ‘declared services’.
:
Like abatement for the cost of material was considered for wirks
23.1.19
contractors, same way, abatement for the cost of LAND and construction material j^vas
considered for builders also. Keeping in mind the prevalent characteristics of’‘an
immovable property’ in the booked UNIT, for the value of land and other material
used in construction, included in the price fixed for the advance booked UNIT,
exemption equal to 70% / 75% of the price of advance booked UNIT, subject to non
availment of credit on inputs, had been allowed to effectively consider 30% / 25% of
price of advance booked UNIT, as the value of services of construction charged by
the builder, as per notification no. 26/2012-ST dated 20.06.2012.
23.1.20
Since ‘provision of service of construction’ exists ONLY while a
complex or building is under construction, specific exclusion bad been made to
exclude ‘mere immovable property’ (i.e. land and anything attached thereto), from
the purview of ‘service’ by wav of exclusion clause (a)(i) under clause (44) of Section
65B of the Act, which reads as 'a transfer of title in goods or immovable property’.
The same wav, ‘mert immovable property’ had also been excluded from'the
definition of ‘declared service' by way of providing for exclusion under clause (b) of
Section 66E of the Act, in respect of builders’ transaction in immovable property,
taking place after COMPLETION, by adopting the phrase, 'except where the entire
consideration is received after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent
authority’, under the entry at clause (b), ibid.
23.1.21
As per the common trade practice in builders' business, at the time of
advance booking (whole complex or building or a UNIT thereof, while accepting any
initial/advance amount {commonly known as BANA/TOKEN) from the buyers, against
the price fixed for the advance booked UNITS, while under construction, prior to
COMPLETION of construction, a document commonly known as TOKEN RECEIPT
or BANAKHAT is prepared, as an agreement for subsequent sale after
COMPLETION of construction.
23.1.22
The builders do carry on the construction activities related to pre-booked
UNITS and then, after COMPLETION, enter into, a SALE DEED (or VECHAN
KHAT) with each buyer for each such pre-booked UNIT and hand over the possession
of each such pre-booked UNIT separately to the respective buyers and thus complete
the provision of service of construction. Such construction activities, carried out
for a recipient, against an explicit order, for service requisition, in the form of
advance booking, while under construction, prior to COMPLETION ONLY, are the
subject matter of taxation under service tax as ‘declared service’ under clause (b) of
Section 66E of the Act, to the limited extent of UNITS so advance booked, as ONLY,
the sale or agreement (banakhat) for subsequent sale of a UNIT, against advance
booking, while UNDER CONSTRUCTION, only would constitute ‘declared
service’.
Thus, the TOKEN RECEIPT/BANAKHAT initiates the service activity
23.1.23
of construction and subsequent VECHANKHAT/SALE DEED completes the service
activity of construction. If the banakhat/token receipt is prepared for the agreement

for subsequent sale of a complex or building as a whole, it will mean that the subject
complex or building is intended for subsequent sale to a buyer as a whole. Likewise, if
the banakhat/token receipt is prepared for the agreement for subsequent sale of only a
part, i.e. an individual separately identifiable UNIT,, like a flat, an apartment, a shop,
an office or a bungalow etc., in a complex or building, it will mean that the subject

complex or building is not intended for subsequent sale to a buyer as a whole, but,
specific part of a complex or building is intended for subsequent sale to the buyer.
23.1.24
* or
Thus,
only
the
TOKEN
RECEIPT/BANAKHAT
VECHANKHAT/SALE DEED will speak as to whether a complex or building is
intended for sale or not AND as lo whether a complex or building is intended for sale
as a whole or in parts.
23.1.25

In case, if a complex or building is NOT intended for sale as a whole,
the legal position allows treating each part separately for taxation purpose, by virtue of
the words ‘wholly OR partly’ used in the phrase, 'a complex or building intended for
sale to a buyer, wholly or partly*. That means, if the complex or building is not being
sold as a whole, every transaction in relation to a part thereof will be treated separate
and independent of each other. Thus, if the banakhal/token receipt is prepared for the
agreement for subsequent sale of a part, i.e. individual separately identifiable UNIT,
like a flat, an apartment, a shop, an office or a bungalow etc., in a complex or building,
it will mean that the subject complex or building is not intended for sale to a buyer as
a whole, but specific part of a complex or building is intended for sale to a buyer.
Absence of any of such documents, entered into, namely, the TOKEN
RECEIPT or BANAKHAT or VECHANKHAT or SALE DEED, in respect of the
whole complex or building, will show that no complex or buildins. is intended for
sale.
23.1.26

23.1.27

Absence of any of such documents, entered into, namely, the TOKEN
RECEIPT or BANAKHAT or VECHANKHAT or SALE DEED, in respect of any
individual separately identifiable UNIT or UNITS, in the complex, will show that such
remaining UNIT or UNITS of a complex or building are NOT intended for sale to a
buyer. The part or parts or whole of a complex or building, which were not intended
for sale to a buyer (in absence of advance booking) and failed to find a buyer, by
way of advance booking or sale before completion, i.e. while under construction,
would render themselves ‘mere immovable property’ and the construction services
involved therein, will also end in ‘mere immovable property’.
Actually sale of land along with a constructed UNIT on land, is prima
23.1.28
facie, a transaction of an immovable property and excluded from the purview of
‘service’ by virtue of exclusion clause (a)(i) under Clause (44) of Section 65B of the
Act and excluded from the purview of ‘declared service’ by virtue of exclusion under
Clause (b) of Section 66E of the Act.
23.1.29
But in the case of builders, they took orders, in the form of advance
booking for UNITS (known as booking token or bana in common parlance), while
under construction, prior to completion of construction, for subsequent sale and then
carried out the construction activity related to pre-booked UNITS and then, after
completion, entered into sale deed and handed over possession of the advance booked
UNITS and thus completed the provision of service of construction.
23.1.30
Such construction activity, by builders, as discussed above, carried
out for a recipient, against an explicit order for service requisition, in the form of
advance booking token or banakhat, ONLY, was the subject matter of taxation under
sendee tax as ‘declared service’ under clause (b) of Section 66E of the Act, to the
limited extent of the pre-booked UNITS. Thus, the sale or agreement for
subsequent sale of a UNIT, while UNDER CONSTRUCTION, ONLY would
constitute ‘declared service’. Further, I have already elaborated that each such UNIT
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will attract treatment, individually and independently, to fall in the definition of
‘declared service’.
23.1.31
I find that keeping in mind the prevalent characteristics of‘immovable
property' in the advance booked unit, for the value of land and other inputs usejd in
conrtraction, included in the price fixed for the advance booked unit, exemption
equal to 70% / 75% of the price of advance booked unit, subject to non availment of
credit on inputs, had been allowed to effectively consider 30% / 25% of price of
advance booked unit, as the value of services of construction charged by the builder,
as per notification no. 26/2012-ST dated 20.06.2012. •
:
23.1.32
It is a settled legal position that a service can be said to be provided,
when some activity exists or is brought in existence to be undertaken to be done. In
respect of construction by builders, prior to completion of a unit, they may
undertake to do some activity (say construction activity) for the service recipients, as
elaborated above but once construction work is completed, no activity remains
there, or can be brought into existence there, to be undertaken by the builder to be
done for a recipient of the activity, so no activity can be said to be provided after
completion of a UNIT. So, it is the "Advance Booking prior to COMPLETION’ that
sets CRITERIA for establishing, in respect of an immovable property (or a UNIT), as
to whether, it involves ‘provision of service* OR ‘mere immovable property*. It is
already elaborately elucidated that each such UNIT will attract treatment,
individually and independently, as to whether it would fall in the definition of
'declared service’ or NOT.
Upon COMPLETION, all the construction activities, related to
23.1.33
unbooked/unsold UNITS will only end in the immovable property, and will not be
available for ‘provision of service* to a recipient, i.e the buyer, after completion.
That’s why, only advance booking/sale, while under construction, could be made
subject to be 'declared service’.
23.1.34
Issuance of completion certificate (or say BU permission) is merely the
end point of ‘COMPLETION’ of construction activities. No such certificate can be
considered as granting, exemption, or turning out a service to non service. Upon
completion, no services exist or can be brought into existence to be provided,
therefore there arises no question of exempting any services or turning any service out
to be non service. Therefore, the UNITS, which failed to find buyer, by way of
advance booking or sale, while under construction, before completion, would render
themselves ‘mere immovable property’.
Although, the sale of a UNIT by a builder, before issuance of BU
23.1.35
permission, is also a transaction of immovable property, in common parlance, but by
the mischief of clause (b) of Section 66E ibid, such sale of UNIT (for construction
services involved therein, against Advance Booking by a buyer) before completion
only has been brought out of the purview of transaction of immovable property and it
has been brought under the definition of ‘declared service1 liable for service tax. The
construction activity, in absence of Advance Booking, which railed to find place under
the definition of ‘declared servicefor any reason whatsoever, resulted in fpere
immovable property'.
In view of this, I find that ‘the output activity’ of construction by a
23.1.36
builder in relation to an individual separately identifiable UNIT in a complex, ends in,
EITHER "declared service', liable for service tax OR ‘mere immovable property*,
attracting NO service tax, depending upon the criteria of Advance Booking prior to

Completion, discussed hereinabove. At the end, I find that a buyer may come to
acq'uire a UNIT in a complex being constructed by a builder, by adopting following
two alternative methods:(i) ■ BOOKING (in advance) for a UNIT while under construction.
(ii)1; PURCHASING a (ready built) UNIT after completion of construction.

23.1.37 .
On the basis of the outcome of the elaborative discussion, hereinabove, I
come to conclude, in respect of the output activity of construction by a builder in
relation to an individual separately identifiable UNIT in a complex, in respect of above
discussed two situations, as undcr:(A)

ADVANCE BOOKING of a UNIT while under construction:

IN SUCH cases, I hold that, the transaction would fall under ‘declared servicf, as
elaborately elucidated in foregoing paras.
(B)

PURCHASING a (ready built) UNIT after completion of construction:

IN SUCH cases, I hold that, the transaction would fall under ‘mere immovable
property’ excluded from the purview of ‘declared service’, as elaborately elucidated
in foregoing paras.

23.2
I have also found that the assessee had NOT paid service tax, on their
construction activity, for the parts (units), admeasuring built up area of 4466.86 SQ
MTR., which were NOT advance booked (for subsequent sale), while under
construction, till the time of obtaining BU permission, i.e. COMPLETION of
construction on issuance of respective BU permissions and were rendered as ‘mere
immovable property’, as being NOT subject to service fax, by virtue of the provision
of exclusions in clause (b) of Section 66E of the Act and exclusion clause (a)(i) under
clause (44) of Section 65B of the Act.

23.3
As already elaborated, once construction work is completed, there
remains no activity to be undertaken by the builder to be done for a recipient of the
activity, so no activity can be said to be provided after completion of a unit. So, it is
Advance Booking prior to Completion' that had set criteria as to establish in
respect of an immovable property (or a UNIT) as to whether, it involved ‘provision of
service9 OR ‘mere immovable property9. Issuance of completion certificate (or say
BU: permission) is merely the ‘END POINT’ of ‘COMPLETION’. Upon

COMPLETION, all the construction activities, in absence of advance booking, related
to un-booked/unsold UNITS would only end in ‘mere immovable property’.
Therefore, after completion, no services exist or can be brought into existence to be
provided, therefore, there arises no question of providing any service after
completion of a unit.
i

23.4
Thus, the construction activity carried out by the assessee, in relation to
theiparts, NOT advance booked, while under construction, prior to COMPLETION,
for sale, ending in ‘mere immovable property’ were NOT ‘service’. Following the
samje view, the assessee had not paid service tax, on their activity, for the parts
(units), admeasuring built up area of 64,915 SQ FT., which were NOT advance
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booked {for subsequent sale), while under construction, till the time of obtaining BU
permission, i.e. COMPLETION of construction and were rendered as ‘mere
immovable property
I find that the assessee had availed Cenvat credit of tax, paid on services
23.5
used for the activities of construction of such UNITS in the complex which were
advance booked prior to the time of obtaining BU permission, i.e. while tinder
construction' amounting to Rs.92,14,188/-, proportionately attributable to ijnput
services used for ‘output services’. Such activities constituted 'declared services** and.
hence were subject to service tax, as per clause (b) of Section 66E, ibid. Resultantly,
such activities were 'output services', and the services used for providing such output
services found place under 'input services'. Therefore, Cenvat credit of tax paid,,
proportionately attributable to these input services had not been challenged in the
subject SCN.
23.6
I also find that the assessee had availed Cenvat credit of tax,
pronortionaleiy attributable, amounting to Rs.62,03,454/-, paid on services, NOT used
for the activities of construction of such UNITS in the complex which were advance
booked prior to the time of obtaining BU permission, BUT were used for output
activities, that ended in ‘mere immovable property’. Therefore, the output activities
not resulted in output services, and the services .used for providing such output
activities were not eligible to find place under ‘input services’. Thus, I come to the
conclusion that the Cenvat credit of tax paid on the services not used in output
services but for ‘mere immovable property’ has been rightly challenged in the
subject SCN.
23.7
I find that in the subject SCN, the Cenvat credit availed by the assessee
on the services used for the activities of construction of UNITS in the complex which
were advance booked till the time of obtaining BU permission, and were subject to
service tax, has not been questioned. But the Cenvat credit availed by the assessee on
services used for the activities, of construction of UNITS in the complex that were
NOT advance booked, while under construction, till the time of obtaining BU
permission, i.e. COMPLETION, which rendered to be ‘mere immovable property’
and were NOT subject to service tax, has only been questioned in the subject SCN.
23.8
I also find that reversal as demanded in the subject SCN is NOT as
being askedfor reversal of credit validly availed or any demand of an amount equal to
a fixed percentage of the value of 'non taxable output activity as envisaged under
Rule 6(3)(i) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 BUT it is just being asked for UN-DOING
(PAY BACK) the wrong availment of credit, at the first hand, in view of Rule 3(1)
read with Rule 2(1) and 2(p) of the Cenvat Credit Rates, 2004 and read with
Explanation Ill/Explanation 2 under sub-rule (3) of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit Rules,
2004.
The principle objective of CENVAT credit scheme (formerlyknown as
23.9
MODVAT credit scheme) is to mitigate cascading effect of tax on tax. Therefore, the
scheme is implemented through Cenvat Credit Rules, in such a way that tax borne by
input or input services are given set off as ‘CENVAT credit’ while taxing the output
goods or services. Thus, two important features of CENVAT credit scheme are (i)
there should be a tax paid on input or input services involved and (ii) the resultant
output goods or services should also be subject to tax. The Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004,
applicable in the instant case, are also devised to give effect to the basic theme of the
CENVAT credit scheme, as to giving set off of the tax borne by input or input
services, as ‘CENVAT credit’, while taxing the output goods or services. Rule 3, Rule

6 and Rule 11 of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, specifically deal with this basic
theme.
23.r0

The issue under consideration is whether the assessee is eligible ,to

avail Cenvat credit of tax paid on the services used for construction of UNITS in the
complex, which were not advance booked, while under construction, prior to
COMPLETION of construction, Le till the time of obtaining BU permission. Thus,
such inward services ended only in ‘MERE IMMOVABLE.PROPERTYL
The answer to this question would lie in the analysis of the conditions
23.11
of eligibility of the Cenvat credit. The core issue to be examined while examining the
eligibility criteria of the Cenvat credit is limited only to the Cenvat credit availed by
the assessee on the services used for ‘mere immovable property’.
To proceed further, I have to ascertain as to who can claim such credit
23.11.1
of tax paid on what eligible services and for what purpose can such eligible services
be used for. Rule 3(1) of the Rules, the most prominent enabling provision, specifies
the persons who are eligible to claim Cenvat credit; specifies the nexus of
input/input services with output goods/activities, in respect of which Cenvat credit
can be claimed; and specifies the duties, tax and cess of what credit can be availed.
The relevant text of the same is reproduced, as under:
[RULE 3. CENVAT credit.—(1) A manufacturer or producer of
final products or a provider of output service shall be allowed to take
credit (hereinafter referred to as the CENVAT credit) of
(specified duties,

tax or cess)

paid on (i)
any input or capital goods received in the factory of manufacture
offinal product or by the provider of output service on or after the
10th day ofSeptember, 2004; and
(ii) any input service received by the manufacturer offinal product
or by the provider of output services on or after the 10th day of
September, 2004,
J

23.12
As per Rule 3(1) ibid, a provider of output service can take CENVAT
credit of tax paid on input service received by him. As per Rule 2(1) of the Cenvat
Credit Rules, 2004, input service is the one which is used for providing an output
service. Clause (1) of Rule 2 defines 'input service’ as under:[(l) “input service'' means any service, (i)
used by a provider of output service for providing an output
service; or
(ii) used by a manufacturer, whether directly or indirectly, in or in
relation to the manufacture offinal products and clearance offinal
■]
products upto the place ofremoval,

23.13
A conjoint reading of the above two statutes, i.e. Rule 3(1) and Rule 2(1)
of Che Rules clearly specify as to a ‘provider of output service’ can claim Cenvat
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credit of tax paid on ‘input services’ used for providing ‘output services’. Therefore,
following questions need to be answered to come to conclusion, as to the eligibility of
Cenvat credit, under dispute, in the present SCN:\

1.

(0

whether, the output activity, under question, falls under the definition
of‘output service’;

(ii)

whether, the services, used in providing the output activity under
question, fall under the definition of‘input services’; and

(hi)

whether, the person availing the Cenvat credit of tax paid on services,
used in providing the output activity under question, fall unddr the
definition of ‘provider of output services’.

23.14

Now, I first come to the first question. The output activities lender
question, relates to construction of UNITS, in the complex, which were not advance
booked, while under construction, prior to COMPLETION of construction, Le till the
time of obtaining BU permission. Thus, such activity had ended only in ‘MERE
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY’. As already discussed hereinabove. Immovable Property
had been excluded from the definition of ‘service’. The term ‘output service’ has
been defined in Rule 2(p) of the Rules, as under:
[(p) “output service” means any service provided by a provider of
service located in the taxable territory but shall not include a service, \
(1) specified in section 66D of the Finance Act; or
(2) where the whole of service tax is liable to be paid by the
recipient ofservice.]

23,14.1

As per the above definition, the term ‘output service’ essentially
involves ‘service’. The term 'service ’ has not been defined in the Cenvat Credit Rules,
2004, but, by virtue of clause (t) of Rule 2 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, which
provides that the words and expressions used in these rules and not defined but
defined in the Excise Act or the Finance Act shall have the meanings respectively
assigned to them in those Acts, recourse has to be taken to the Finance Act, 1994.
Clause (44) of Section 65B of the Finance Act, 1994, defines ‘service5, which reads as
under:
[(44) “Service” means any activity carried out by a person for
another for consideration, and includes a declared service, but shall
not include—
\

(a)

•

an activity which constitutes merely,

0)

a transfer of title in goods or immovable properly, by
way ofsale, gift or in any other manner; or
(ii) such transfer, delivery or supply of any goods which is
deemed to be a sale within the meaning of clause (29A) of article 366
of the Constitution; or
(Hi) a transaction in money or actionable claim;]

}

Thus, the definition of the term ‘service’ discusses about the ingredients
23J4.2
most relevant ones here, are declared services, involvement of 2 parties and exclusion
of immovable property. The term ‘declared service’, as used in above definition of
‘service’, has been defined in clause (22) of Sec. 65B of the Finance Act, 1994 as

under:
i

[(22) "declared service " means any activity carried out by a person
for another person for consideration and declared as such under
section 66E;]

Under Section 66E of the Finance Act, 1994, as referred in above
23.114.3
definition of‘declared service’, it has been declared, as under:[Section 66E. Declared Services. - The following shall constitute
declared services, namely :—

W

(b) construction of a complex, building, civil structure or a part
thereof including a complex or building intended for sale to a buyer,
wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is received
after issuance of completion-certificate bv the competent authority.
Explanation. — For the purposes of this clause,—
(I) the expression "competent authority'’ means the Government or
■]
any authority
Based upon the definition of ‘service’ and ‘declared service’ as above
23.14.4
and provisions of clause (b), supra and provisions of exclusion clause (a)(i) under the
definition of 'service' as above, relevant to the present case, I have already analyzed
the activities carried out by the assessee vis-a-vis the above said provisions, in
foregoing paras and I have held that 'SERVICE' was NOT goods or immovable
property BUT an ACTIVITY’. A transfer of title in immovable property was NOT a
service BUT activity of construction by builders (related to immovable property,
against advance booking) had been declared to constitute 'declared services’, to the
extent, provided or agreed to be provided, yy.holly,..or_partly^ while under
construction, prior to COMPLETION, against Advance Booking.
Analyzing the relevant phrase, in clause (b), supra, I have held that the
23.14.5
complex or building may be intended for sale to a buyer, as a whole or in parts. If the
complex or building is not intended for sale as a whole, then., each part, i.e. '■;ach
‘UNIT’, will attract treatment, individually and independently, to fall in the definition
of ‘declared service’, as and when each such, individual separately identifiable UNIT,
is intended for sale to a buyer and such intention is established by way of accepting
advance booking token or bana under token receipt or banakhat, while the complex or
building is under construction, i.e. prior to completion of construction.
I had already come to conclusion in respect of the output activities
23.14.6
under question with regard to un-booked UNITS that in absence of accepting advance
booking before COMPLETION of a UNIT, such UNIT would remain out of purview
of ‘[declared service’ and upon completion thereof, it would .rather end in MERE
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY. Actually, it is not the existence of construction
actiyity alone that makes it a ‘service’. It is the event of Advance Booking, for

sucli construction, which would make it fall under the definition of ‘service’.
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2114.7
As already discussed, the tenn ‘output service* essentially involved
"service’. Therefore, what is NOT ‘service’, will NOT qualify to be an ‘output
service’, The activity of ‘construction of UNITS in the complex which were not
advance booked, while under construction, till the time of obtaining BU permission,
i.e. prior to Completion, had ended in 'MERE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY’. As
already held, Immovable Property’ is NOT a ‘service’ due to being out of the
purview of the definition of ‘service’. Therefore, such activity not fit to fall under the
definition of ‘declared services’ BUT ending in ‘mere immovable property’, cannot
be held to be ‘output service’, under Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
23.14.8
In view of the above, in respect of first question, I hold that such
output activities, in respect of un-booked UNITS, will remain out of the purview of
the definition of ‘output services’. Therefore, No credit of tax paid on services used
for Mere Immovable Property could be availed in view of Rule 3(1) read with
definitions under Rule 2(/) and 2(p) and explanations under Explanation III / 2 under
Rule 6(3) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. The assessee makes an excuse that they have
availed credit under the impression that the services received by them would be used
in providing taxable services, but finally the services received by the assessee ended in
Mere Immovable Property, (not qualifying as output services), under very knowledge
of the assessee as to Advance Booking status of the UNITS under construction. The
assessee even failed to reverse, when he came to know of it, at the time of issuance of
completion certificate and again when the auditors pointed out the excess availment at
the time of audit. Explanations under Explanation III / 2 under Rule 6(3) of Cenvat
Credit Rules, 2004, clarify beyond doubt that No Cenvat credit shall be taken on the
duty or tax paid on any goods and services that are not inputs or input services.
23.15
Now, I come to the second question, regarding eligibility of input
services. As per Rule 2(f) of the Rules, ibid, input service is the one which is used for
providing an output service. As already elaborated above, the activity under question,
rendered to be ‘mere immovable property, has been held not to fall under' the
definition of ‘output service’. Therefore, the services used in such activities, not
falling under the definition of output service, will NOT qualify to be ‘input services’
in the true sense of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
In view of the above, in respect of second question, I hold that the
23.15.1
services, used in 'mere immovable property, not falling under the definition of output
service, will remain out of the purview of the definition of ‘input services’.
Therefore, No credit of tax paid on services used for Merc Immovable Property could
be availed in view of Rule 3(1) read with definitions under Rule 2(1) and 2(p) and
explanations under Explanation III / 2 under Rule 6(3) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
The assessee makes an excuse that they have availed credit under the impression that
the services received by them would be used in providing taxable services, but finally
the services received by the assessee ended in Mere Immovable Property, (not
qualifying as output services), under very knowledge of the assessee as to Advance
Booking status of the UNITS under construction. The assessee even failed to reverse,
when he came to know of it, at the time of issuance of completion certificate and again
when the auditors pointed out the excess availment at the time of audit. Explanations
under Explanation III / 2 under Rule 6(3) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, clarify beyond

doubt that No Cenvat credit shall be taken on the duty or tax paid on any goods and
services that are not inputs or input services.

Now, I come to the last question, as to whether, the person availing the
23.16
Cenvat credit of tax paid on services, used in providing the output activity under
question, fall under the definition of ‘provider of output services’.

23.16.1

The term ‘provider of output services’ had not been defined in either

the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 or Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994. Thus, the

meaning of the said term has to be construed as per the general laws of linguistic
construction. This can be done by vivisecting the said term in two parts viz. ‘provider'
and ‘output services'.
The term ‘output service’ has been defined under clause (p) of Rule 2 of
23.16.2
the Rules, ibid, as any service provided by a provider of service. The term ‘output
service’ essentially involves ‘service’. It has already been vividly discussed in the
foregoing paras about the output activities of the assessee and it has been held that the
activity of ‘construction of UNITS in the complex which were not advance booked,
while under construction, till (he time of obtaining BU permission, i.e.
COMPLETION, have ended in 'MERE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY’ and the activity
rendering ‘mere immovable property ’ cannot be held to be ‘output service’, under
Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
The term ‘provider’ is to be read in terms of the linguistic construction.
23.16.3
The word ‘provider’ is a noun for which the corresponding verb is to ‘provide’. The
dictionary meaning of the word ‘provide’ is to give someone something that they need.
Thus the term ‘provider’ would mean a person who provides something to someone.
Thus, in such a transaction for an activity to be provided, there would be a person for
whom, the activity has to be carried out and then there would be a provider, who
carries out the activity for another.
These same element as to 2 (two) separate parties in the transaction of
23.17
service are essential ingredients of the definition of the term, ‘service’, under clause
(44) of Section 65B ibid, (any activity carried'out by a person for another) and of the
definition.of the term, ‘declared service’, under clause (22) of Section 65B ibid, (any
activity carried out by a person for another person) and of the declaratory provisions
under clause (b) of Section 66E ibid, (a complex or building intended for sale to a
buyer). I also find that existence of service receiver has been given even more
weightage, in relation to the ‘declared services’ of construction of a complex or
building, by the words ‘including a complex or building intended for sale to a buyer'
used under clause (b) of Section 66E ibid. Existence of a buyer is pre-condition for
establishing intention for sale of a complex or building or a part of it, WHILE UNDER
CONSTRUCTION, for being declared as ‘declared service’ under clause (b), supra.
Conjoint reading of the above legal and linguistic terminology indicates
23.18
that ‘provider of output service' would mean a person who carries out an activity for

someone at his behest and that activity should fall under the definition of output
service. The inference that can be drawn from the same is that there must essentially
be an output service ’ and a recipient of such service' for the existence of a provider
of output service. In other words there can be no ‘provider’ in absence of a ‘service’
and in absence of ‘a recipient of service’.
23.19
Accordingly, if the assessee is to be construed as ‘provider of output
service’, there ought to inevitably be an ‘output service’ and a ‘recipient of such
service’. Thus, it needs to be examined whether, there existed an ‘output service’ and
a ‘recipient of such service’, in respect of each individual separately identifiable
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UNIT of a complex, for providing the activity, of construction of UNITS in the
complex, culminating either in ‘declared service’ or in ‘mere immovable property’.
23.20

In the instant case, it is an undisputed fact that the assessee is engaged in
the activity of construction of a complex, which attracts provisions, as specified in
clause (b) under Section 66E of the Finance Act, 1994, in respect of ‘declared
services’ to the extent the consideration of the same {whether in full or in part) is
received prior to issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority. jThis
indicates that the activity of construction of complex is not a service in respect! of a
UNIT, if it was not advance booked prior to the completion of construction of
complex, Thus, upon Completion, in absence of advance booking, such un-bojoked
UNITS, have rendered to be ‘MERE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY’ involving! NO
provision of service and resultantly being out of the purview of output service. In
absence of advance booking of a UNIT, there can come NO existence of ‘output
service’ and ‘recipient of such output service’, in such cases.
The existence of ‘output service’ and ‘recipient of output service’
comes into play only in the event that the output services of ‘construction of a complex
or building or a part thereof i.e. UNIT’ are carried out against Advance Booking,
prior to completion, i.e. consideration (wholly or partly) had been receivedTiefoi^ the
issuance completion certificate. I have already discussed hereinabove, in respect of
two alternative methods, either of which may be adopted by a buyer of a UNIT in a
complex being constructed by a builder. I had come to conclude, that in ca|e of
advance booking of a UNIT while under construction, the transaction would fall
under ‘declared service’ and in case of purchasing a ready built UNIT (after
completion of construction, the transaction would fall under ‘mere immovable
property’, excluded from the purview of ‘declared service’.
23.21

Now, at this juncture, it is natural to have a question as to the status of
the assessee in respect of activities of ‘construction of a complex or building or a part
23.22

thereof i.e. UNIT' are carried out, prior to completion, but such UNITS wer£ not

advance booked by any buyer and no consideration had been received by the assessee
before issuance of completion certificate.
The wording used in the phrase under clause (b), ibid, as to ‘construction
of a complex or building intended for sale to a buyer, wholly or partly', clarifies that
the transaction may be for the whole complex or building or a part (UNIT) thereof.
Therefore, the status, as to ‘provider of output service’ has to be established, in
respect of each UNIT independently. Accordingly, in respect of UNITS, advance
booked, prior to completion, the assessee would be treated as ‘provider of oiitput
service’. But in respect of UNITS, not advance booked, prior to completion, no
service will be involved and therefore the assessee would not be treated as ‘provider
of output service’.
23.23

Advance booking of a UNIT is dependent upon the existence of bjuyer
at the relevant time for each UNIT. While the Units are under construction, either the
buyer may come forward before completion for advance booking of a UNIT or there
mav turn out NO buyer at all in respect of all or some of the UNITS, before
23.24

completion of the construction of the complex. The issue under consideration peittains

to construction of UNITS in the complex, that were not advance booked, while Under
construction, prior to COMPLETION of construction, i.e till the time of obtaining BU
permission. This situation arises when there turns out NO buyer at all in respdet of
some of the UNITS, before completion of the construction of the complex. Advance

Booking Status will be well known to the assessee in respect of each UNIT,and the
assesses cannot make excuse of ignorance about it.
The natural corollary to the above analysis when applied to the assessee
23.25
infers that the output activities, in the cases of the UNITS, ‘where it was not
established to be intended for s-ale, by accepting advance booking (bana or token)
while under construction, prior to COMPLETION', such activities, remained out of
the purview of ‘service’. Therefore, in respect of the UNITS, under questiomJeft to be
pre-booked (for the reason of non receipt of any part of consideration prior to
issuance of completion certificate), as on the date of completion, the ou.put
activities, involved therein, did not qualify to fall under the definition of ‘output
service’. In absence of advance booking prior to completion, there existed NO
‘recipient of output service’ of construction of the UNITS not so pre-booked. In
absence, of .‘output. scry Iceland ^in. absence, of.‘recjp.ient. of. output ^seryice’,..the
assessee.cannpt be aualified.tp.be considered as.^p.rpvid
Therefore, the assessee did not qualify as a ‘provider of output
23.26
services’ in respect of the UNITS in the complexes for which no consideration had
been received prior to issuance of BU permission, i.e. no advance booking of such
UNITS had been accepted prior to completion. Resultantly, the assessee did not

qualify under the class of persons who are eligible for taking Cenvat credit in terms of
the provisions of Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, in respect of the activity
related to such un-booked UNITS, left out to find a buyer as on the date of completion.
Therefore in absence of the existence of ‘output service’ and ‘recipient of such
service’, the assessee is just an owner of "mere immovable property', not qualifying

to be a ‘provider of output services’. Therefore, No credit of tax paid on services
used for Mere Immovable Property could be availed bv the assessee, not being eligible
person, in view of Rule 3(1) read with definitions under Rule 2(1) and 2(p) and
explanations under Explanation III / 2 under Rule 6(3) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
The assessee makes an excuse that they have availed credit under the impression that
the services received by them would be used in providing taxable services, but finally
the services received by the assessee ended in Mere Immovable Property, {not
qualifying as output services), under very knowledge of the assessee as to Advance
Booking status of the UNITS under construction. The assessee even failed to reverse,
when he came to know of it, at the time of issuance of completion certificate and again
when the auditors pointed out the excess availment at the time of audit. Explanations
under Explanation III / 2 under Rule 6(3) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, clarify beyond
doubt that No Cenvat credit shall be taken on the duty or tax paid on any goods and
services that are not inputs or input services.
23.27
Here, it will be relevant to refer once more to the provisions contained
in Rule 3(1) ibid, along with provisions contained in Explanation III / 2, under Rule
6(3) of the Rules. Rule 3(1) ibid, provides that a provider of output service can take

CENVAT credit of tax paid on input services used for providing output service.
Explanation III / 2, under Rule 6(3) of the Rules provides that No Cenvat credit shall
be taken on the duty or tax paid on any goods and services that are not inputs or
input services.
23.g8
Explanation III, inserted w.e.f. 01.04.2011 vide notification no.
3/2Q11-C.E. (N.T.), dated 1-3-2011, under sub-rule (3) of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit
Rules, 2004, reads as under:t
]

[Explanation HI. - No Cenvat credit shall be taken on the duty or tax
paid on any goods and services that are not inputs or input services.]
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23.29
Explanation III, ibid, was re-numbered w.e.f. 01.04.2016, vide
notification no. 13/2G16-C.E. (N.T.), dated 1-3-2016, as Explanation 2 under sub -rule
(3) of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, which reads as under:!

[Explanation 2. - No Cenvat credit shall be taken on the duty or tax
paid on any goods and services that are not inputs or input services]

\
■
*
\

In the instant case, as elaborated above, the activity of ‘construction of
23.30
UNITS in the complex which were not advance booked, while under construction, till
the time of obtaining BU permission, i.e. COMPLETION, and rendered to be ‘mere
immovable property’, is NOT an ‘output service’, therefore, any of the said services
used for ‘mere immovable property’ are NOT ‘input services’ in the true serise of
Cenvat Credit Rules. 2004. Further, as per Explanation III / Explanation 2, ibid. No
Cenvat credit shall be taken on the duty or tax paid on any goods and services that are
not inputs or input services.
\
23.31
Therefore, the assessee is not eligible to take Cenvat Credit qf tax
paid on such services or portion of services, which were utilized in ‘mere
immovable property, (which, in absence of a recipient, i.e. buyer, due to non Booking
in Advance, while under construction, did not constitute 'output service in terms of
the provisions of Rule 3(1) read with Rule 201 and 2(p) of the Cenvat Credit Fkdes.
2004. The same intent of law has been explicitly expressed vide the Explanation
III / Explanation 2 ibid under sub-rule (3) of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
23.32
In view of the above, I conclusively hold that the assessee is not
eligible to take Cenvat Credit of tax paid on such services or portion of such services,
utilized in ‘mere immovable property’, in terms of the provisions of Rule 3(1) read
with Rule 2(f) and 2(p) of the Cenvat Credit Rules. 2004 and in terms of Explanation
III / Explanation 2 under sub-rule (3) of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, for
the following reasons:the output activity of ‘construction of UNITS in the complex
(i)
which were not advance booked, while under construction, till the tirhe of
obtaining BU permission, i.e. COMPLETION, and rendered to be ‘tnere
immovable property’, is NOT a ‘service’ and resultantly NOT an ‘output
service’.
the services or portion of services utilized for ‘mere immovable
(ii)
property, (not falling under the definition of output service) do NOT qualify as
‘Input Services’: and
(iii) the person availing the Cenvat credit of tax paid on services
utilized for construction of UNITS in the complex which were not advance
booked, while under construction, till the time of obtaining BU permission, i.e.
COMPLETION, culminating in ‘mere immovable property’, does NOT
qualify as ‘provider of output service’, but he is just an owner of ‘mere
immovable property’.
5

Haying travelled thus far as regards the analysis of the facts Under
24.
dispute, analysis of the relevant provisions of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 and tdking
recourse to the relevant provisions of Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994, by virtue of
clause (t) of Rule 2 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, I come to conclusion that there
f

1

occurf two important events during the course of activity of 'construction of a

complex, building, civil structure or a part thereof, intended for sate to a buyer',
which are:-

1

Advance Booking : When a UNIT in a complex or building (being

1

j (a)

constructed or constructed or to be constructed) is advance booked for

sale or sold, by way of BOOKING TOKEN RECEIPT or BANAKHAT
or VECHANKHAT or SALE DEED; and
: When Completion Certificate (Building Use
Completion
Permission) for the complex or building, constructed, is issued by the
competent authority.

(b)

24.1 Based on the happening of the above two events, there may arise four
situations, in respect of the activity of "construction of a complex, building, civil
structure or a part thereof intended for sale to a buyer' and accordingly taxability of
output activity as well as eligibility of Cenvat credit on services used therein, is
ascertained, as under:When the event neither of advance booking or selling of UNIT in
the complex or building nor of Issuance of Completion Certificate of the
complex or building, has taken place. Then there will be no service
involved, no service tax levible and it will just be an output activity,
culminating in
and will not be fit to be called
‘output service’. Also the services used therein are not eligible ‘input
services’, therefore, no Cenvat credit on services used for it. will be
available under Rule 3(1) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.

(a)

!

When the event of advance booking or selling of UNIT in the
complex or building has taken place, but the event of .Issuance of
Completion Certificate of the complex or building, has not taken place.
Then only, it will be a service, so service tax levible and it will be fit to
be called ‘output service’. Also the services used therein are eligible
‘input services’, therefore, Cenvat credit on input services used for it
will be available under Rule 3(1) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004,

(b)

When the event of advance booking or selling of UNIT in the
complex or building has not taken place, but the event of Issuance of
Completion Certificate of the complex or building, has taken place. Then
also, the output activity will culminate in ‘mere immovable property’.
There will be no service involved, no service tax levible and it will just be
an output activity for 'mere immovable property' and will not be fit to be
called ‘output service’. Also the services used therein are not eligible ‘input
(c)

services’, therefore, no Cenvat credit on services used for it, will be
available under Rule 3fl) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
When the event of advance booking or selling of UNIT in the
(d)
complex or building has taken place, after the event of Issuance of
Completion Certificate of the complex or building, has taken place. Then
also, it will culminate in ‘mere immovable property'. Then, there will be
no service involved, no service tax levible and it will just be an output
activity for 'mere immovable property' and will not be fit to be called
‘output service’. Also the services used therein are not eligible ‘input
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services’, therefore, no Ccnvat credit on services used for it, will be
available under Rule 3(1) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
i
In view of the above, only in the event, the advance booking or selling
of UNIT in the complex or building has taken place, while under construction, \px\ox
to Issuance of Completion certificate of the complex or building, i.e. COMPLETlION,
then and then only, it will be a service, so service tax levible and it will be fit ito be
called ‘output service’. Also the services used therein are eligible ‘input services’,
therefore, Cenvat credit on input services used for it, will be available under Rule
3(1) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
24.2

Although, the output activities of construction by builders, either falling
under DECLARED SERVICES or ending in MERE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY,
appear similar, but it is the event of ADVANCE BOOKING prior to
COMPLETION, which makes all the difference. As already elaborated in foregoing
paras, output activities of construction by builders, against ADVANCE BOOKING
prior to COMPLETION, while a UNIT is UNDER CONSTRUCTION, attracts
provisions under clause (b), ibid, to be ‘declared service’. In absence of ADVANCE
BOOKING prior to COMPLETION, while a UNIT is UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
such output activities of construction by builders shall not qualify to be ‘declared
service’ but end in MERE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY.
24.3

Therefore, a developer/builder cannot be said to have provided or
agreed to provide such service in respect of an individual flat/unit/shop, till such
UNIT is advance booked/sold, while under construction, prior to issuance of BU
Permission, i.e. COMPLETION, on full or part payment. This situation exists
because non-booking of UNITS, while under construction, before COMPLETION
(i.e receipt of Completion Certificate), ending in ‘mere immovable property’ does
not constitute ‘declared service’ to the extent of such non-booked UNITS, in view
of the exclusions in clause(b) of Section 66E ibid.
24.4

Therefore, I conclusively hold that the services used for ‘MERE
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY’, (i.e. used in constructing the UNITS not sold/booked,
while under construction, prior to COMPLETION, BUT remained unbooked/msold
as on the date of COMPLETION), are not eligible 'input services’, therefore, no
Cenvat credit on services used for 'mere immovable property’, will be available
under Rule 3(1) read with definitions under Rule 2(1) and Rule 2(p) ; and
explanations under Explanation Ill/Explanation 2 to sub-rule (3) of Rule 6 of
Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
24.5

Having analyzed all the facts of the case, I also come to conclude that
in the present case, the most important event, most relevant to Cenvat credit, is the
event of ‘ADVANCE BOOKING prior to COMPLETION’, when an activity ceases to
be a non service and eventually becomes SERVICE and eligible for Cenvat credit, as
soon as a UNIT {involving the construction activity pending to be carried out) is
advance booked/sold but only, while under construction, prior to COMPLETION,
i.e. before issuance of completion certificate.

24.6

The other event is COMPLETION i.e. issuance of completion
certificate, when the output activities of construction by builders would come to AN
END. No output activities of construction by builders, would then remain to become
‘declared service’. All activities, in relation to the un-booxed UNITS would end in
‘MERE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY’ to always remain NON SERVICE, forever.
24.7

Therefore, in absence of advance booking, while under construction,
24.8.
prior to completion, the output activities, remain, NON SERVICE, and not fit to
be considered as OUTPUT SERVICE. A service used NOT for providing output
service is NOT an ‘INPUT SERVICE’. Rule 3(1), ibid, allowed credit of input
services only. Explanation III / Explanation 2, ibid, explicitly clarified that No
Cenvat credit shat! be taken on the duty or tax paid on any goods and services that
are not inputs or input services.
In view of the above, I conclusively hold that the assessee CANNOT
24.9
be allowed ANY Cenvat credit of the tax paid on any services that had been used
for MERE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY, not falling under the definition of
OUTPUT SERVICES.
In respect of the argument of the assessee that in the event of receipt
24.10
of completion certificate for the projects, the output activity of sale of residential
UNITS becomes ‘non-service ' as per provisions of Section 65B of the Finance Act,
1994, I find that it is a fallacious mis-understanding of the law, and a myth tamed by
the assessees. Actually output activity of sale of residential UNITS was already
excluded from the definition of 'service under clause (44), ibid. It is not the sale of
residential units, which attracts service tax. Actually, it is construction activity
involved therein, which attracts service tax, only in a condition, of ADVANCE
BOOKING prior to COMPLETION. The output activity of construction of a UNIT
being carried out by builders is NON SERVICE in absence of ADVANCE BOOKING
prior to COMPLETION. Such NON SERVICE activity remains NON SERVICE even
after COMPLETION, in a case, where NO ADVANCE BOOKING had taken place, in
respect of remaining un-booked UNITS, prior to COMPLETION.
Therefore, in the event of receipt of completion certificate for the
24.10.1
projects, there comes no effective change of status of the output activity of
construction by builders in respect of a UNIT, after issuance of completion
certificate. Because,^/- the first reason, construction of the UNITS, advance booked
or sold prior to it, involved taxable service and would remain so till the completion of
the transaction pertaining thereto. And because for the second reason, construction of
the UNITS, not yet sold/booked were non service prior to it and would remain so
forever.
24.10.2
In view of this, I come to conclusion that the only event that makes
change, is the event of ADVANCE BOOKING prior to COMPLETION, which makes
all the difference. Upon Advance Booking, prior to Completion, the output activities
of construction by builders, while a UNIT is UNDER CONSTRUCTION, attracts
provisions under clause (b), ibid, to become ‘declared service’, and thus would come
out of the purview of NON SERVICE to come under SERVICE. Upon issuance of
completion certificate, the change that I can see is that the output activities of
construction by builders would come to THE END. No output activities of
construction by builders, would then remain to become ‘declared service’. All
activities, in relation to the un-booked UNITS would end in ‘MERE IMMOVABLE
PROPERTY’ to always remain NON SERVICE, forever.
24.10.3
Therefore, I hold that the argument of the assessee is extremely
ILLEGAL TO CONSTRUE that in the event of receipt of completion certificate
for the projects, the output activity of sale of residential UNITS becomes (nonservice’ as per provisions of Section 65B of the Finance Act, 1994.
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24.10.4
I also conclusively hold that in respect of activities of construction of
UtyiFS remaining unsold/unbooked, upon COMPLETION, i.e. as on the date of
issuance of completion certificate, no event [in absence of advance booking) takes
place either as to such activity ceasing to be 'non service’ and eventually becoming
'service’ and coming under tax net or as to such activity ceasing to be ‘service'land
eventually becoming ‘non service’ and coming out of tax net. Actually, when sjuch
activity in relation to a UNIT, never comes under tax net, then there arises^ no
question of ever coming out of tax net at all, as argued by the assessees. Rightly put
in plain Hindi, jab koi activity tax net me kabhi ati hi nahi he to tax net se bdhar
nikalne ka sawal hi nahin ayega.
[
25.
Here, I feel that it is necessary to discuss with regard to some of the
fallacies, tamed by the assessees, in respect of the activity of 'construction of complex
or a or building intended for sale to a buyer, wholly or partly', i.e. the activities br a
part of activities, which may becomes taxable, subject to fulfilment of two important
conditions. The conditions are that first, the activity (as a whole or a part thereof) is
advance booked for sale or is sold, and second, the completion certificate is not
received before such advance booking or sale. Now, let me refer the relevant provision
under clause (b) of Section 66E of the Finance Act, 1994, once again, as reproduced as
under:[Section 66E. Declared Services. - The following shall constitute
declared services, namely :—
(a)
(b) construction of a complex, building, civil structure or a part
thereof including a complex or building intended for sale to a buyer,
wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is received
after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority.
25.1
On the basis of the above provisions of clause (b) of Section 66E of the
Act, supra, relevant in the present case, I have reached to the following conclusionis:-

(i)

I find that by virtue of the words, ‘wholly or partly used in clause (b),
supra, activity related to each part, i.e. individual separately identifiable
UNIT, will attract treatment, individually and independently, to fall in the
definition of ‘declared service’, as and when each such individual separately
identifiable UNIT, is advance booked for sale;

(ii)

I find that by virtue of the words, ‘except where the entire consideration is
received after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority'
used as exclusion in clause (b), supra, activity related to each part, i.e.
individual separately identifiable UNIT, will attract treatment, individually
and independently, to fall in the definition of ‘declared service’, as and
when each such unit, is advance booked for sale, while under constructibn,
prior to COMPLETION, i.e. issuance of BU Permission. Therefore each
such transaction for sale of a UNIT would need to be evaluated as to
whether the activity related thereto, is advance booked, prior to completion
and would fall under ‘declared service’ or not. In the case, where a
transaction of sale, of an individual separately identifiable UNIT, involving
construction activity therein, in absence of advance booking, does not fjall
under ‘declared service', the construction activity involved therein will-be
‘mere immovable property’. That what could not find place in ‘declared
service’, will always remain as ‘mere immovable property’: and

(iii)

I conclusively hold that it is not the sale of a ‘mere immovable property,
which attracts service tax. Actually, it is construction activity involved
therein, which attracts service tax. Further the existence of construction
activity alone would not make it a ‘service’. It is the event of Advance
Booking, for such construction, that would make it fall under the definition
of ‘service’.

Based upon the above conclusions, now, I come to the fallacious myths,
25.2
tamed by the assessees, in respect of the activity of ‘construction of complex or a or
building intended for sale to a buyer’t (hereinafter in this para referred to as such
activity ), one by one and clarify with reasons in respect of each of them, as follows;Such activity is considered as ‘service1 till receipt of completion
Myth (1).
certificate.
Clarification: No, ii is not so. Before advance booking, such activity remains
to be ‘non service’ in relation to a UNIT, till advance booking of that unit, prior to BU
permission. Only after advance booking, till completion of the transaction, related to
the UNIT advance booked, such activity is considered as, ‘service’, limited to the
extent of the UNIT advance booked, only. In absence of a BOOKING TOKEN
RECEIPT or a BANAKHAT or any other such document, the intention for sale, as a
whole or in part, is NOT established. Therefore, such activity related to UNITS,
remaining unsold, as on the date of COMPLETION, is not service. That what could
not find place in ‘declared service’, will always remain as ‘mere immovable
property’. It is not the sale of a UNIT, which attracts service tax. Actually, it is
construction activity involved therein, which attracts service tax. Further the
existence of construction activity alone would not make it a ‘service’. It is the event of
Advance Booking, for such construction, that would make it fall under the definition
of ‘service’.
Myth (2).
After receipt of completion certificate, the property would
become immovable property, not subject to service tax.
Clarification: No, it is not so. The fact that after receipt of completion
certificate, the property would become immovable property is HALF TRUE. Actually
sa e of land along with a constructed UNIT on land, is a transaction of an immovable
property at every stage. But in case of builders, who book UNITS in advance, while
under construction, prior to COMPLETION of construction, for sale and then carry
out the construction activity related to pre-booked UNIT and then after
COMPLETION, enter into sale deed and give possession of the advance booked UNIT
and thus complete the provision of service of construction, such construction activity,
carried out for the recipient, is the subject matter of taxation under service tax as
‘declared service’.-T/u/s, the advance booking/sale of a UNIT prior to COMPLETION,
is also a transaction of immovable property, in common parlance, but by mischief of
clause (b) of Section 66E ibid, such advance booking/sale, of a UNIT prior to
COMPLETION, has been brought out of the purview of a transaction of immovable
property and it has been brought under the definition of ‘declared service’ liable for
service tax. Thus, the fact is that after receipt of completion certificate, the property
would, NOT become but would ONLY remain, 'MERE IMMOVABLE
PROPERTY’, as it was before receipt of completion certificate. The output activities
relating to remaining UNITS, not yet advance booked for sale, prior to
COMPLETION, will never be able to be declared as ‘service’ under clause (b) of
Section 66E ibid, and will render ‘mere immovable property- forever.
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Myth (3).
Such activity is wholly taxable at the time of construction, till
obtaining BU permission, on the ground that after receipt of completion certificate, the
property would become immovable property and in case of future sale thereof no
sendee tax would be payable.
|
Clarification: No, it is not so. Before advance booking, such activity remains
to be non service till advance booking, prior to COMPLETION, i.e. BU permission.
So, it remains out of tax net, in respect of each individual part (UNIT), till its advance
booking prior to BU permission. Only after advance booking of a UNITi till
completion of the transaction, such activity is considered as 'service1 and becomes
taxable, to the extent of the part (UNIT) being advance booked, only. The fact! that
after receipt of completion certificate, the property would become immovable property
is also HALF TRUE. Actually, the fact is that after receipt of completion certifnate.
the property would, NOT become but would ONLY remain, ‘mere .immo\able
property’, as already explained hereinabove. The fact that after receipt of completion
certificate, the property would only remain, ‘mere immovable property’, and in ca'Se oj
future sale thereof no service tax would be payable, is not a valid ground to hold
that whole activity shall be considered as wholly taxable at the time of construction,
till obtaining BU permission. To re-iterate, I hold that it will not be wholly taxable
unconditionally but it will be taxable to the extent of part (UNIT) of the wihole
complex, on the condition of being sold/advance booked prior to COMPLETION.
Actually, it is not the existence of construction activity alone that makes it a
‘service’. It is the event of Advance Booking, for such construction, which would
make it fall under the definition of‘service’.
Myth (4).
Such activity is wholly taxable at the time of construction!, till
obtaining BU permission, but the sale after completion certificate does not attract
service tax because of the fact of exclusion of consideration as a whole received after
BU permission.
j
Clarification: No, it is not so. Before advance booking, such activity remains
to be non service till advance booking, prior to COMPLETION. So, it remains out of
tax net, in respect of each individual part (UNIT), till its advance booking priir to
COMPLETION i.e. BU permission. Only after advance booking of a UNITi till
completion of the transaction related thereto, such activity is considered as '"service'
and becomes taxable, to the extent of the part (UNIT) being advance booked. After
completion certificate, although constructed before it, the activity related to each
unsold UNIT will continue to remain ‘non service' due to above exclusion and
therefore will not be liable to tax. Issuance of BU permission does NOT grant any
exemption from tax. It is NOT the event that brings the activity out of tax net but
makes the relevant activity to continue to remain ‘non service’ FOREVER and
makes it lose all options to ever come under tax net for good and all.
Such activity becomes ‘non-service’, upon receipt of completion
Myth (5).
certificate,
Clarification: No, it is not so. Such activity not becomes but still renipins
‘non-service’, as it was before receipt of completion certificate, in the cases of pach
part (UNIT) of the activity not yet advance booked or sold.
j
Such activity as a whole is considered as ‘taxable service’ before
Myth (6).
receipt of completion certificate.
Clarification: No, it is not so. Before advance booking, such activity remains
to be non service till advance booking of each UNIT. Only after advance bookirg of
an individual part, till completion of the related transaction, it is considered as
‘service’ for that part individually and independently and resultantly becqmes
‘taxable service’, to that extent only.

Myth (7).

Such activity is considered as ‘service’, because it is intended for

sale,
Clarification: No, it is not so. Before advance booking, such activity remains
to bje non service till advance booking. The intention to do an act can be established
onli by doing it. In absence of any of the documents, entered into between the
ass^ssee and the buyer, namely, the TOKEN RECEIPT or BANAKHAT or
VE^HANKHAT or SALE DEED, in respect of the whole or part of property, i.e
UNtT or UNITS, in the complex, prior to COMPLETION, it can only be inferred that
theije exists no complex or buildins or a part thereof, intended for sale. If such a

document is prepared for some parts, i.e. UNITS, in a complex or building, it will
me^n that the subject complex or building is not intended for sale to a buyer as a
wh^le., but specific parts of a complex or building is intended for sale to a buyer.
Therefore, before advance booking/sales, wholly or partly, the intention of sale,
wholly or partly, cannot be proved. The event of sale/booking of a part (UNIT) of the
whole activity (a complex) will prove the intention of sale of that part only.
Such activity is considered ‘service’, as a whole, even if only a
Myth (8).
pait of it, is advance booked or sold prior to issuance of completion certificate.
Clarification: No, it is not so. Only part of the activity, that is advance
booked or sold prior to issuance of completion certificate, can be considered as
‘seiivice’. The activity related to remaining part shall continue to remain to be ‘non
service’ till advance booking of each part. Only after advance booking till completion
of the transaction, independently, in respect of each part, only to the extent of the part
whifch is being advance booked or being sold, such activity is considered as ‘service’.
If tljie whole is being advance booked, then only, such activity for the whole shall be
considered as ‘service’. The words ‘wholly or partly’ used in clause (b) ofSection 66E
of me Finance Act, 1994, shall play their role, to mean that an advance booking
bamikhat for sale of a part will be considered as declared service limited to that ‘part’
of tyhole activity and an advance booking banakhat for sale of the whole will be
considered as declared service for the ‘whole ’ activity, independent of each other. So,
each part when advance booked/sold before COMPLETION, shall be
independently considered as ‘service’ limited to that part, till the transaction
involved therein completes.
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Having come through above fallacious or half true myths, it will be
appropriate to make efforts to find out the root cause behind these fallacies. I find that
theiassessee makes a misguiding plea by confusing to equate the providing of output
services by builders with that of manufacturing of final products. Unlike
manufacturing final products, provision of output services cannot be stocked as
inventory. Provision of services, is not the same as supply of tangible goods that can
be stored for future use. Services are not goods or property but ACTIVITY.
Actiivitv is the matter of providing, not the matter of stocking of production. That
whit is being stocked by builders after completion is ‘mere immovable property’
(kept out of purview of ‘service’) and cannot be equated with ‘providing of output
ser dees’. It is not the case, that there comes an exemption in between on issuance of
completion certificate. This is the case, where ‘provision of service’ has even not
been initiated in absence of the ADVANCE BOOKING prior to COMPLETION.
As. a!rea_dy._dLscussed_.jn_.Jen£th_in_the_.^
serjrtcel,.^^
eLenjcflLforActually, it is not the
existence of construction activity alone that makes it a ‘service’. It is the event of
Adi/ance Booking, for such construction, that would make it fall under the definition
of ^service’.
f
I
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25.4

Output services are always provided against an order or demand, unlike
manufacturing of the final products, which can be manufactured or produced [even
without instant orders or demand. In absence of order, the manufacturing activity will
create stock of final products, but in absence of order, output services can even NOT
be initiated, i.e. very provision of service will not come into existence. In (Other
words, in absence of order, there has emerged no recipient of services, therefolre no
provision of service could be initiated, in respect of a UNIT, till advance booking of it,
before completion. Therefore, for providing output service, there must necessarily be
a recipient of service. Advance booking of a UNIT involves construction activity
provided to buyer. But buying a ready built UNIT involves NO service provision.
The construction shall be part of immovable property, upon completion, which cannot
be sold as activity of construction but only as an immovable property excluded
from ‘service’. Therefore, till a UNIT is not advance booked before completion.
resulting in stockpilins, construction involved therein cannot be called an 'output
service' BUT ‘mere immovable nrouertv. iIt is not the sale of a UNIT, which
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- E-----------5
attracts service tax. Actually, it is construction activity involved therein, which
attracts service tax. Further the existence of construction activity alone would not
make it a ‘service’. It is the event of Advance Booking prior to completion, for'such
construction, that would make it fall under the definition of ‘service’.
25.5
With specific reference to Rule 3(1) read with Rule 2(1) of Cenvat Credit
Rules, 2004, I find that the Cenvat credit of tax paid on input services in respect of
manufacturer of final products is allowed for manufacturing or producing final
products, not necessary to be cleared for final supply and can be stocked. Whereas,
Cenvat credit of tax paid on input services in respect of provider of output services is
allowed for providing an output service. It is a fact that the service being provided
cannot be stocked. Provision of service will begin only against an order, so "provision
of service' will either be ‘in-progress’ and remain pending to be finally provided OR
the service would have been finally provided. There w‘ll be no situation as to
completion of service vet not provided but stocked. Therefore, in the case of
builders, the part, which is not stocked on completion but had been advance booked
prior to completion for sale, the activity related thereto, can be called to be provided
to a recipient and the same is only declared to be ‘service’ BUT the part, which is
stocked on completion and not provided, i.e. not advance booked prior to completion
for sale, is ‘merely an immovable property’.
25.6
The output activities relating to remaining unsold UNITS not yet
advance booked for sale, prior to BU Permission, will never be able to be declared as
‘service’ under clause (b) of Section 66E ibid. That what could not be ‘declared
service’ was only an immovable property and on completion, it would turn out to
remain ‘merely an immovable property’ forever. Rendering ‘mere immovable
property’, for non existing customer is not same as providing a service. ‘Mere
Immovable Property’ shall ONLY be part of inventory for the builder. But the
provision of service can come into existence only when it is provided or agreed'to be
provided. A SERVICE is an ACTIVITY and ACTIVITY cannot be STORED for
FUTURE SALE. Therefore, construction of UNITS against advance booking is
‘provision of service’ to the extent of construction activities involved therein BUT
once completed, no construction services would be provided to future buyers.
Therefore activity of construction is declared service to the extent of advance
booking prior to completion only.
25.7
To provide or to agree to provide a service can come into existence
only when the second party at the other end comes into existence, to whom serv-ice is
provided or agreed to be provided. In absence of a recipient of service to whoih the

service is to be provided or agreed to be provided, existence of provision of service
can even not be imagined. Therefore it is of utmost necessity for provision of service
to have a recipient of service. Therefore, the output activities related to only UNITS
advance booked prior to completion, can form part of service provision. On
COMPLETION, unbooked UNITS will only become part of inventory, as MERE
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY

and will not attract service tax provisions. After

completion of a UNIT, no service can exist to be provided as the completed UNIT had
already finished/completed as ready built UNIT being immovable property at the
time, of issuance of completion certificate.
In other words, for the UNITS not advance booked till completion, no
25.8
service could be provided. In absence of an 'output service’, neither the service tax
laws can be applied to demand service tax, nor the .Cenyat.credit.Rules can.be.taken
shejteLpf by. the assessee,..for availing. CenyaLCredjt. of lax.paid.on services.used for
mere immovable property. Therefore, I hold that the activity for ‘mere immovable
property’ is not an 'output service’ and any service used for mere immovable
property cannot find place under the definition of ‘input service In view of this, I
conclusively hold that the activity in relation to any part of a complex or building for
'mere immovable property’ was never a service and would never be able to be a
service. Therefore any theory put forth by the assessee, in relation to their activities
related to mere immovable property, that their activities were services before issuance
of BU Permission and are becoming non service on completion OR that their activities
were taxable services and are becoming non-taxable at the time of issuance of
completion certificate, is purely vague, misguiding and illegal.

25.9

In view of the above, I come to the conclusion that the output activity,
in above case, shall be considered as ‘service’, to the extent of each part being advance
booked/sold, exclusively and independently, before issuance of completion
certificate. The words ‘output service’, ‘input service’, ‘recipient of service’, ‘provider
of service’ and ‘provider of output services’ shall be construed in respect of each
UNIT or part, independently, being advance booked/sold, fetching their respective
meanings from the word, ‘service’ as elaborately discussed and analyzed hereinabove.
It is also pleaded by the assessee that at the time of incurring expenses
25.10
or availing services, it is not known whether the ‘output activity’, in which such
services are being used, will turn out to be ‘output service’ or not, till issuance of BU
Permission. However, I find that although, the output activities of construction by
builders, either falling under DECLARED SERVICES or ending in MERE
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY, appear similar, but it is the event of ADVANCE
BOOKING prior to COMPLETION^ that makes all the difference. As already
elaborated in foregoing paras, output activities of construction by builders, against
ADVANCE BOOKING prior to COMPLETION, while a UNIT is UNDER
CONSTRUCTION, attracts provisions under clause (b), ibid, to be ‘declared service’.

In absence of ADVANCE BOOKING prior to COMPLETION, while a UNIT is
UNDER CONSTRUCTION, such output activities of construction by builders shall
not qualify to be ‘declared service’ but would end in MERE IMMOVABLE
PROPERTY.
25.1,1
I further find that the.adyance.bopking.Status.pf..3„UNIT.is„always
knpwn.to the assessee. Therefore, it is always under the knowledge of the assessee that
in absence of ADVANCE BOOKING prior to COMPLETION, while a UNIT is
UNDER CONSTRUCTION, such output activities of construction by builders shall
not qualify to be ‘output service’, in respect of that UNIT. As the output activity will
turn'out to be ‘output service’ upon advance booking of a UNIT (i.e. part of the
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output activity) before BU Permission, limited to that UNIT only. Therefore, for that
part only, the assessee would become eligible to claim Cenvat credit because, thm he
becomes provider of output service and the services utilised therein become el gible
to be ‘input services’ for the reason of being utilised for ‘providing output service’.
I also find that the major services received, like, masonry tvork,
25 11.1
plaster work, flooring, tiling, glazing, electrification, plumbing, colouring, woodHvork
and interior designing etc. are directly related to a UNIT under construction.
Therefore, ineligibility of services received and utilised exclusively in un-booked
UNITS is well within the knowledge of the assessee. Even in respect of other services
attributable to ‘output services’, it would be established perfectly at the time of receipt
of completion certificate as to what quantity or volume has been utilised for
providing the output services. Because, as on the date of issuance of completion
certificate, there would remain no services to be provided, so there would be no
addition to the volume of output services. Also, all activities of construction would
have reached the completion, therefore, there would be no new receipts of iiiward
services, after completion. As, upon completion, all remaining UNITS! un
booked/unsold as on date of completion, the output activity will culminate into mere
immovable property and will remain, to that extent, out of the purview of ‘output
service’ forever. Therefore, in relation to such UNITS, the assessee would not be
eligible to avail credit on ineligible input services used not for ‘prpviding__oAtput
service’.
25 12
It is also observed that the assessee had taken Cenvat Credit in respect
of all the services utilized for construction of all parts of the whole project/building
{irrespective of the fact that some of the services were not eligible input services), with
a plea that they have to avail the Cenvat credit in respect of input service, on or after
the day of receipt of the invoice or bill, but within one year of the date of issue of
invoice or bill, in view of the fifth proviso under sub-rule (7) of Rule 4 of the Rules.
However, I find that Rule 4(7) allows taking credit only on eligible input services
and NOT on ineligible input services. The relevant provision under Rule 4(7) df the

Rules, reproduced as under:[(7) The CENVAT credit in respect of input service shall be allowed,
on or after the day on which the invoice, bill or, as the case may be,
challan referred to in rule 9 is received:
25.12.1
Even the assessees had taken Cenvat Credit in respect of all the services
utilized for construction of all parts of the whole project/building {irrespective of the
fact that some of the services were not eligible input services), under the influence that
they will advance book or sell all UNITS before Completion, i.e issuance of BU
Permission, But at least at the time of obtaining “Completion Certificate”, the assessee
would be well aware of the eligibility of ‘input services’ as to having been used for the
activity that had fallen under the definition of ‘output service’ and about the
remaining ineligible ‘input services’ as to having been used for the activity that has
not fallen under the definition of ‘output service’.
25.13

I find that if the assessee had no malafide intention to evade the

payment of service tax, then at least at the time of obtaining the BU Permission, the

assessee should have paid back the ineligible availment of Cenvat Credit of thje tax
paid on services used for the UNITS, construction activity of which would not
constitute ‘output service’. Instead, the assessee failed to disclose even the fait, of
obtaining Completion Certificate, when he would have been sure that no oiitput
activity were left to be provided, which would ever come under the definition of

*

\

‘output service’. Therefore, I hold that the said assessee had suppressed these facts
frorrj the Department to illegally avail the Cenvat Credit, which was ineligible by
virt of Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules read with definitions under Rule 2(1)
and tip1) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 and Explanation III / Explanation 2 ibid under
sub-^ule (3) of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
After having amply discussed all the issues coming in the way, I
26. (
undoubtedly hold that the assessee has wrongly availed Cenvat credit of tax paid on
services which were not input services and the output activity also was not output
service and assessee was not provider of output services, in respect of sale of ready
built|lJNITS in the complex. Now, 1 would proceed to examine the contentions of the
assessee in this regard. The assessee has not submitted any reply to this SCN but in
response to query memo dated 11.07.2018, issued by the Audit, the assessee has made
submission dated 14.08.2018, as follows:-
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It is submitted that they do not agree with the view for reversal of
26.1
Input Tax Credit attributable to UNITS which had been sold after BU Permission
as at the time of provision of service, it could not be decided whether it is going tio be
taxable service or exempt service as it all depends on future exigencies. However, I
find that the phrase, relevant to the activity of construction by the assessee reads as.
‘construction of a complex or building,
including a complex or building
intendedfor sale to a buyer, wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is
received after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority’, in clause
(b) of Section 66E of the Act. From the words, wholly or partlyused in the phrase, I
infer that the complex or building may be intended for sale to a buyer, as a whole or
in parts, as the case may be. If the complex or building is not intended for sale as a
whole, then each part. i.e. each ‘UNIT’, will attract treatment, individually and
independently, to fall in the definition of ‘declared service’, as and when each such
(individual separately identifiable) UNIT, is intended for sale to a buyer, by wav of
advance booking for the UNIT by a buyer for subsequent sale after completion or by
wav of being sold outright prior to issuance of completion certificate.
26.1.1
From the words, intended for sale to a buyer', used in the phrase, I
infer that there must exist a buyer, to whom, the construction services, can be
provided to or with whom, it can be the agreed to provide construction services.,
wholly or partly. As per dictionary meaning, buyer, is one who buys. Therefore,.for an
intention.for sale.to.takeI further infer
that existence of the construction services is also an essential element, to be provided
or fo agree to provide thenceforth. The construction services cannot come into
existence after COMPLETION. Therefore construction services can be provided or
can be agreed to be provided, ONLY, while the UNIT is under construction, prior to
COMPLETION. In view of this, I hold that provision of construction services can be
made ONLY to an existing buyer of UNIT or agreement to provide construction
services can be made ONLY with an existing buyer of UNIT, while the UNIT is
‘ under construction ’.
26.1.2
From the words, intended for sale used in the phrase, I also infer that
the word, 'intended'., (past tense form of the verb, intend) had been purposely used
here to mandate that the intention for sale to a buyer, should have been well
established before COMPLETION of construction, i.e. ‘WHILE UNt)ER
CONSTRUCTION*. Therefore, there must exist a buyer and there must exist
construction services, in a UNIT intended for sale and such intention for sale to a
buyer, should be well established by way of BOOKING RECEIPT or BANAKHAT.
In view of this, I hold that provision of construction services can be made ONLY to
an existing buyer of UNIT and an agreement, for subsequent sale after completion, in
the form of BOOKING RECEIPT or BANAKHAT shall establish such intention for
sale to a buyer.
From the words, except where the entire consideration is received after
26.1.3
issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority', used in the phrase, I
again infer that provision of construction services can be made ONLY to an existing
buyer of UNIT, while the UNIT is "under construction', prior to COMPLETION of
construction. If advance booking (orders/requisition) for the UNITS for subsequent
sale after completion, has NOT been accepted, while under construction, pribr to

COMPLETION of construction, then only entire consideration is received after
issuance of completion-certificate, i.e. COMPLETION of construction, Even
otherwise, after COMPLETION, no construction services, remain pending to be
provided, as the same would already have ended in ‘MERE IMMOVABLE!
PROPERTY’. Therefore, upon COMPLETION, the remaining un-booked

COMPLETED UNITS, merit to be categorized as, 'MERE IMMOVABLE
PROPERTY', only.
Thus, I see that the phrase used herein itself makes a specific exclusion
26.14
for an activity of construction of a complex or building or a part thereof, to be NOT
declared as 'declared service’ that if the whole or a part of a complex or building is

not' intended for sale to a buyer, while under construction, i.e. prior to
COMPLETION, against advance booking, then, it can never be a ‘declared service5
to the extent of such part of a complex or building, respectively. In other words, if
advance booking (orders/requisition) for the UNITS for subsequent sale after
completion, has NOT been accepted, while under construction, prior to
COMPLETION of construction, then the entire consideration would be received after
issuance of completion-certificate, i.e. COMPLETION of construction. Receiving the
whole consideration after COMPLETION of construction, i.e. after issuance of
completion-certificate, will only establish that no intention for sale to a buyer
existed prior to COMPLETION.
In view of the above, I come to conclusion that the activity of
26.1.5
construction of a complex or building, has to pass the following tests, for the whole or
a part thereof, to be declared as ‘declared service5, under clause (b), ibid, as under:Whether the whole or a part of a complex or building is intended for
(i)
sale to a buyer; and
Whether such intention for sale to a buyer as a whole or in parts is well
(ii)
established, while under construction, i.e. before completion, by wav of advance
booking token or banakhat etc, as discussed hereinabove.
Therefore, I further conclude that the activity of construction of a
26.L6
coniplex or building, in absence of advance booking, for the whole or a part thereof,
while under construction, i.e. prior to completion, would fail to fall under ‘declared
service5 and it would rather end in, ‘Mere Immovable Property’.
In view of the above, I hold that the contention of the assessee that as at
26.1,7
the time of provision of service, it could not be decided whether it is going to be
taxable service or exempt service is NOT tenable, as far as it is well within the
knowledge of the assessee that the provision of service starts from the point of
ADVANCE BOOKING of the UNIT and ends with the COMPLETION (issuance of
the BU permission) of the UNIT, all depends on future exigencies
The assessee has further contended that service tax audit had been
26.2
conducted for each of the years after receiving BU permission and thus, this may
be outside the scope to raise query as BU permission was received in Feb, 2013 and
post this date almost three years our books of accounts had been audited and during
thisttime period query regarding the same was not raised.
26.2.1
However, as already discussed above, 1 find that the issue pertain to
BU : permissions issued by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation on or after
11.07.2016. The First Audit being conducted after this date is the one based upon
whith, the present SCN is issued, i.e. the Audit as reflected in FAR no. 194/2018-19
date^d 27.09.2018. Therefore, the contention of the assessee is NOT correct and
factually, it is wrong.
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It is submitted that they do not agree with the view for reversal of
26.1
Input Tax Credit attributable to UNITS which had been sold after BU Permission
as at the time of provision of service, it could not be decided whether it is going to be
taxable service or exempt service as it all depends on future exigencies. However, I
find that the phrase, relevant to the activity of construction by the assessee reads as.
, including a complex or building
‘construction of a complex or building,
intendedfor sale to a buyer, wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is
received after issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority in clause
(b) of Section 66E of the Act. From the words, wholly or partly ', used in the phrase, 1
infer that the complex or building may be intended for sale to a buyer, as a whole or
in parts, as the case may be. If the complex or building is not intended for sale as a
whole, then each part, i.e. each ‘UNIT’, will attract treatment, individually and
independently, to fall in the definition of ‘declared service’, as and when each such
(individual separately identifiable) UNIT, is intended for sale to a buyer, by wav of
advance booking for the UNIT by a buyer for subsequent sale after completion or bv
wav of being sold outright prior to issuance of completion certificate.
From the words, intended for sale to a buyer ', used in the phrase, 1
26.1.1
infer that there must exist a buyer, to whom, the construction services, can be
provided to or with whom, it can be the agreed to provide construction services.,
wholly or partly. As per dictionary meaning, buyer, is one who buys. Therefore,, for an
intention for sale.to take placej .there.needs .to. be.a bu
I further infer
that existence of the construction services is also an essential element, to be provided
or to agree to provide thenceforth. The construction services cannot come into
existence after COMPLETION. Therefore construction services can be provided or
can be agreed to be provided, ONLY, while the UNIT is under construction, prior to
COMPLETION. In view of this, I hold that provision of construction services can be
made ONLY to an existing buyer of UNIT or agreement to provide construction
services can be made ONLY with an existing buyer of UNIT, while the UNIT is
4 under construction ’.
26.1.2
From the words, intendedfor sale', used in the phrase, I also infer that
the word, ‘intended', (past tense form of the verb, intend) had been purposely used
here to mandate that the intention for sale to a buyer, should have been well
established before COMPLETION of construction, i.e. 'WHILE UNDER
CONSTRUCTION'. Therefore, there must exist a buyer and there must exist
construction services, in a UNIT intended for sale and such intention for sale to a
buyer, should be well established by way of BOOKING RECEIPT or BANAKHAT.
In view of this. I hold that provision of construction services can be made ONLY to
an existing buyer of UNIT and an agreement, for subsequent sale after completion, in
the form of BOOKING RECEIPT or BANAKHAT shall establish such intention for
sale to a buyer.
From the words, except where the entire consideration is received after
26.1.3
issuance of completion-certificate by the competent authority’, used in the phrase, I
again infer that provision of construction services can be made ONLY to an existing
buyer of UNIT, while the UNIT is ‘under construction', prior to COMPLETION of
construction. If advance booking (orders/requisition) for the UNITS for subsequent
sale after completion, has NOT been accepted, while under construction, prior to

COMPLETION of construction, then only entire consideration is received after
issuance of completion-certificate, i.e. COMPLETION of construction. Even
otherwise, after COMPLETION, no construction services, remain pending Go be
provided, as the same would already have ended in ‘MERE IMMOVABLE
PROPERTY’. Therefore, upon COMPLETION, the remaining un-bopked

COMPLETED UNITS, merit to be categorized as, "MERE IMMOVABLE
PROPERTY', only.
Thus, I see that the phrase used herein itself makes a specific exclusion
26. L4
1/
for an activity of construction of a complex or building or a part thereof, to be NOT
declared as 'declared service’ that if the whole or a part of a complex or building is

not intended for sale to a buyer, while under construction, i.e. prior to
COMPLETION, against advance booking, then, it can never be a ‘declared service’
to the extent of such part of a complex or building, respectively. In other words, if
advance booking (orders/requisition) for the UNITS for subsequent sale after
completion, has NOT been accepted, white under construction, prior to
COMPLETION of construction, then the entire consideration would be received after
issuance of completion-certificate, i.e. COMPLETION of construction. Receiving the
whole consideration after COMPLETION of construction, i.e. after issuance of
completion-certificate, will only establish that no intention for sale to a buyer
existed prior to COMPLETION.
In view of the above, I come to conclusion that the activity of
26. U
construction of a complex or building, has to pass the following tests, for the whole or
a part thereof to be declared as ‘declared service’, under clause (b), ibid, as under:Whether the whole or a part of a complex or building is intended for
(i)
saleTo a buyer; and
Whether such intention for sale to a buyer as a whole or in parts is well
established, while under construction, i.e. before completion, by wav of advance
bookins token or banakhat etc, as discussed hereinabove.
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Therefore, I further conclude that the activity of construction of a
26.16
complex or building, in absence of advance booking, for the whole or a part thereof,
while under construction, i.e. prior to completion, would fail to fall under ‘declared
service’ and it would rather end in, ‘Mere Immovable Property’.
In view of the above, I hold that the contention of the assessee that as at
26.17
the kime of provision of service, it could not be decided whether it is going to be
taxable service or exempt service is NOT tenable, as far as it is well within the
knowledge of the assessee that the provision of service starts from the point of
ADVANCE BOOKING of the UNIT and ends with the COMPLETION (issuance of
the BU permission) of the UNIT, all depends on future exigencies
The assessee has further contended that service tax audit had been
26.?
conducted for each of the years after receiving BU permission and thus, this may
be Outside the scope to raise query as BU permission was received in Feb, 2013 and
post" this date almost three years our books of accounts had been audited and during
this ;time period query regarding the same was not raised.
26.2.1
However, as already discussed above, I find that the issue pertain to
BU] permissions issued by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation on or after
11.07.2016. The First Audit being conducted after this date is the one based upon
which, the present SCN is issued, i.e. the Audit as reflected in FAR no. 194/2018-19
datejd 27.09.2018. Therefore, the contention of the assessee is NOT correct and
factually, it is wrong.
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I find that in respect of construction activities, which are taxable as
‘declared services’, the most important event, most relevant to Cenvat credit, is that
an activity ceases to be a non service and eventually becomes taxable and eligibly for
Cenvat credit, as soon as a UNIT {involving the construction activity) is advance
booked/sold but only prior to issuance of completion certificate. The other eveijit is
that an activity ceases to have any option i.e. loses all chances to cease to be a non
service and eventually turns out to be merely immovable property and renders itself
to remain non service FOREVER, as soon as a completion certificate, is issued, in
respect, of UNITS {involving the construction activity) not yet advance booked or sold.
26.3

26.3.1
I find that no such information or intimation in respect of the advance
booking or selling of constructed UNITS and availment of credit on advance booked
UNITS or any excess availment on non advance booked UNITS OR the fact of receipt
of completion certificate and the quantity and volume of activity in the form of UNITS
or built-up area remaining unsold/unbooked as on the date of receipt of BU
permission, involving reversal of credit if any availed on these UNITS and the data of
reversal quantified have never been disclosed by the assessee with the department.
Therefore, I hold that the fact of disproportionate (excess) credit availed by the
assessee, as alleged in the SON, were never disclosed to the Department and left out to
be detected till the audit in the present case, culminating in the present SCN.
26.3.4
I find that the said assessee had suppressed these facts from the
Department with intent to illegally avail and utilise the Cenvat Credit which was
ineligible by the virtue of Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules read with definitions
under Rule 2(/) and 2(p) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 and explanations under Rule
6(3) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. The said asscssee has wrongly taken Cenvat
Credit of tax paid on various services, disproportionate to those used in the
constructions of flats/UNITs, advance booked/sold prior to obtaining BU permission,
inasmuch as they are neither the provider of output service nor are these services
[proportionate to the flats/UNITs, NOT advance booked/sold prior to obtaining BU
permission) used for providing an output service as contemplated in Rule 2 (/) and
2{p) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
The provisions of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 are very much
26.3.5
explicit, inasmuch as they clearly lay down the provisions for eligibility/ineligibality
for availing credit of duty paid on goods and capital goods as well as Service Tax paid
on services. What construes “Capital Goods”, “Inputs” and “Input Services” is well
defined under the Rules. Therefore, there cannot be any ambiguity regarding the
eligibility for availing Cenvat Credit and the said assessee could not have bred any
doubt as regards the same. However, the said assessee in sheer disregard to the
provisions of law, availed and utilized ineligible Cenvat Credit and thereby, they
contravened the provisions of Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, read with
Rule 2(/) and 2(p) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 and explanations under Rule 6 of
the Cenvat Credit Rules, as discussed hereinabove.
The Revenue, at the time of Audit only, came through the fact that the
26.3.6
asse^see had obtained the completion certificate from the competent authority, on
various dates ranging from 11.07.2016 to 30.05.2017, for various UNITS of their
scheme and out of total built-up area of 11,101.63 SQ. MTR., an area of 6634..77 SQ
MTR., only had been advance booked or sold prior to BU dates and an area of
4466.86 SQ MTR. remained unsold at the time the BU permission was received.
Based upon these facts, the SCN, in the present case is issued.

I

Most important, here, I find that if the assessee had no malafide
26.3.7
intention, at least at the time the “Completion Certificate” was obtained,'the said
ass ?ssee ought to have paid the excess amount of Cenvat Credit availed on the UNITs,
the sale of which would not constitute service. At least at the time of obtaining
“Completion Certificate”, the said assessee would be well aware that they had taken
ineligible Cenvat Credit in respect of UNITs. the sale of which, in future, would never

be fable to constitute a 'service, in any remote possibility. Even the fact, of obtaining
‘‘Completion Certificate ”, when he will be sure that no activity left to be provided, will
ever come under the definition of ‘service’, was never disclosed to the Department.
The said assessee had suppressed these facts from the Department to illegally avail the
Cenvat Credit which was ineligible by the virtue of Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit
Rules read with definitions under Rule 2(/) and 2(p) of the Rules and Explanation II1/2
under Rule 6(3) of the Rules. Therefore, I hold that this is a fit case to invoke the
provision of extended period in view of proviso to Section 73(1) of the Finance Act,
\99A.
I find that the assessee had suppressed these facts from the Department
26.3.8
to illegally avail and utilise the Cenvat Credit which was ineligible by the virtue of
Rute 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules read with definitions under Rule 2(1) and 2(p) of
Cehvat Credit Rules, 2004 and explanations under Rule 6(3) of the Cenvat Credit
Rules, 2004. As the event of obtaining of B.U. was never disclosed to the Department
and consequently the assessee failed to reflect the non-taxable value and reversal of
Cerivat credit under PART - B and PART - I, in the ST-3 returns and this was never
brought to the notice of the Department by the said assessee. I notice that the
allegation as fabricated by the assessee, in the given situation, at this juncture, further
exposes the intention of the assessee that the assessee had suppressed the said facts
with intent to evade payment of tax by utilizing such inadmissible Cenvat Credit.
Further such allegations, far from the facts, cannot be a reason for bonafide belief. It is
illogical to think that the assessee entertained a belief in their favour under the spell of
these contentions which are far from the facts. In the circumstances, I am unable to
accept the plea made by the assessee based on bona fide belief or the case law cited by
him in support of such plea.
27. |
In the instant case, I find that the assessec is neither a manufacturer nor a
Provider of Output Services in respect of the units for which the entire payment for the
said unit has been received after issuance of BU permission. It may be appreciated that
in the typical case of Construction service, service is said to be provided to each
individual who books/purchases flats/units, on payment of part/full consideration and
not in respect of the entire building constructed. In other words, the builder provides or
agrees to provide services to multiple service recipients in respect of individual
flat$/units of the project/complex. Till the time, an individual flat/unit is booked/sold,
there is no element of service involved inasmuch as there is no service recipient and
the | natural corollary that follows is that no service is provided or agreed to be
provided. This will be the case for each individual unit constructed. In other words, the
developer/builder is deemed to be the provider of output service only in respect of
those units which are booked/sold and for which part or whole payment is received
prior to obtaining the ‘Completion Certificate’ from the competent authority.
Consequentially, the developer/ builder would not be a Provider of Output services in
respect of those units where the entire amount has been received after issuance of BU
permission. In a nutshell, till the time a fiat/unit is booked on payment of part/full
consideration, no service is provided or agreed to be provided. Thus, the said assessee
cannot be said to be an Output Service Provider in respect of such units in as much as
there is no service recipient for such units and resultantly no service is provided or
agreed to be provided. Accordingly, the assessee does not qualify as a person who is
entitled to take Cenvat credit in respect of such units for which the entire consideration
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has been received after issuance of BU permission and as such they are not entitled to
take Cenvat credit of the input services used for construction of such units for w hich
the entire consideration has been received after issuance of BU permission. Therefore,
I hold that the assessee has wrongly taken the Cenvat credit on input services used for
construction of units for which the entire consideration has been received hfter
issuance of BU permission.
The quantum of such wrongly taken Cenvat credit taken on ihput
27.1
services used for construction of units for which the entire consideration has been
received after issuance of BU permission has been computed at Rs.62,03,454/- as
detclled hereinabove.
27.2
The Government has from the very beginning placed full trust ori the
manufacturers/service providers and accordingly measures like self-assessments etc.,
based on mutual trust and confidence are in place; Further, a manufacturer/service
provider is not required to maintain any statutory or separate records under the
provisions of the Finance Act and Rules made there under, as considerable amoupt of
trust is placed on them and private records maintained by them, for normal busijness
purposes are accepted, practically for all the purposes. All these operate on the basis of
honesty of the said assessee; therefore, the governing statutory provisions create an
absolute liability when any provision is contravened or there is a breach of trust placed
on them. From the evidences, it appears that the said assessee has knowingly availed
ineligible Cenvat Credit with intent to evade payment of Service Tax. The deliberate
short-payment of tax by availing and utilising ineligible Cenvat Credit and suppression
of ineligible Cenvat credit and value of non- taxable activities are in utter disregard to
the requirements of law. This act and omission on the part of the assessee is a breach
of trust deposed on them, and are certainly not in tune with government’s efforts in the
direction to create a voluntary tax compliance regime.
27.3
Further, I find that the assessee has wrongly taken Cenvat Credit of
tax paid on various services, disproportionate to those used in the constructions of
flats/units, booked/sold prior to obtaining BU permission, inasmuch as they are
neither the provider of output service nor are these inward services {proportionate
to the flats/units, NOT booked/sold prior to obtaining Bb permission) used for
providing an output service as contemplated in Rule 2 (/) and 2(p) of Cenvat Credit
Rules, 2004. The provisions of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 are very much
explicit inasmuch as they clearly lay down the provisions for eligibility/ineligibility
for availing credit of duty paid on goods and capital goods as well as Service Tax
paid on services. What construes “Capital Goods”, “Inputs” and “Input Services” is
well defined under the Rules. Therefore, there cannot be any ambiguity regarding
the eligibility for availing Cenvat Credit and the said assessee could not have brad
any doubt as regards the same. However, the said assessee in sheer disregard to the
provisions of law, availed and utilized ineligible Cenvat Credit and thereby, they
contravened the provisions of Rule 3(1) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, read with
Rule
and 2(p) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 and explanations under Rule .6
of the Cenvat Credit Rules, as discussed hereinabove. Further, it appears that the
event of obtaining of B.U. was never disclosed to the Department and consequent
reflecting of the non-taxable value in the ST-3 returns was never brought to the
notice of the Department by the said asscssce. Thus, it appears that the said assessee
has suppressed the said facts with intent to evade payment of tax by utilizing such
inadmissible Cenvat Credit.
27.4
Moreover, in the present regime of liberalization, self-assessment anjd
filing of ST-3 returns online, no documents whatsoever are submitted by the saiid

assiessee to the department and therefore the department would come to know about
such wrong availing of Cenvat Credit only during audit or preventive/other checks.
Therefore, the Government in its wisdom has incorporated the provisions of sub
rules (5) and (6) of Rule 9 of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 to cast upon the burden

of proof of admissibility of Cenvat Credit on the manufacturer or output service
provider taking such credit. In the case of M/s. Lalit Enterprises [2010 (17) STR
37G (Tri Chennai)], it was held that in the light of the fact that verification of the
records resulted in the Department coming to know that the assessees did not
disclose receipt of service charges, therefore, five years period has been correctly
invoked and applied against the assessee as the case falls within the proviso to
Section 73(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 and the demand is not barred by limitation.
In the case of M/s Mahavir Plastics [2010 (255) ELT 241(Tri Mumbai)], it has
been held that iffacts are gathered by department in subsequent investigation, u is
not correct to say that the relevant facts were known to the department during the
period of dispute, in such a situation, the decisions of the Apex Court cited by the
id. Counsel would not be of any avail to the assessee.
As the wrong and inadmissible credit taken is in contravention of the
27.5
provisions of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 by resorting to suppression and
misrepresentation, as discussed hereinabove, the same is required to be recovered
under the proviso to Section 73(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 14(l)(ii)
of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, by invoking extended period. Interest at the
appropriate rate is also required to be recovered from them under Section 75 of the
Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 14(])(ii) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. AH
the above-mentioned acts of contravention of the provisions of the Finance Act and
Rules framed there under on the part of the said assessee have been committed with
intent to evade payment of duty and thereby they have rendered themselves liable
for penalty under Section 78(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 15(3) of
the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
28.
I find that Rule 9(6) of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 stipulates thaf the
burden of proof regarding the admissibility of Cenvat Credit on input services shall lie
upoh the manufacturer or provider of output services, taking such credit. In this era of
selflassessment, the onus of taking legitimate Cenvat Credit has been passed on the
said! assessee in terms of the said Rule. In other words, it is the responsibility of the
said assessee to take Cenvat Credit only if the same is legally admissible. The
assessee, being a big corporate house, cannot be said to be unaware of their liability
with respect to payment of service tax and availment of legitimate Cenvat credit. They
were required to take appropriate steps to ensure the eligibility of Cenvat credit they
are availing. They have failed on this front and availed ineligible credit. Although they
categorically admit that definition of ‘input service’ under Rule 2(1) of Cenvat Credit
Rulfis, 2004 requires the nexus of input service to the output service, yet they
contravened the provisions of Rule 3(1) read with 2(1) and 2(p) of the Cenvat Credit
Rules, 2004 & explanations under Rule 6 of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. In the case
of M/s. Rathi Steel & Power Ltd. [20I5(32I)ELT200(AII)j, the High Court of
Judicature at Allahabad held that:
[32. We further find that under Rules, 2004, a burden is cast upon
the manufacturer to ensure that Cenvat credit is correctly claimed
by them and proper records are maintained in that regard.
33. The assessee, in response to the show cause notice had stated
that there is no provision in Central Excise Law to disclose the
details of the credit or to submit the duty paying documents, which in
our opinion is false and an attempt to deliberately contravene the
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provisions of the Act, 1944 and the rules made there under with an
intent to evade the duty.]
Similarly, once the assessee avails credit under the Rules of 2.004.
29
without entitlement, it amounts to contravention of the rule with the intentiojn of
evading payment and the extended period of limitation would be available tq the
Revenue, as held by Hon’ble High Court of Judicature for Andhra Pradesjh at;
Hyderabad, in the case of M/s Sree Rayalseema Hi-Strength Hypo Ltd. [2012
(278)ELT 167(AP)], reproduced as under:[9. The contention of the learned counsel for the assessee that the
extended period of limitation offive years for recovery of the duty
under the proviso to Section 1 IA(1) of the Central Excise Act, 1944
would not he available to the Revenue in this case, as the penalty
proposed to be levied was dropped, does not hold water. The
extended period offive years for recovery of duties either levied or
short-levied arises under various situations such as fraud, collusion,
wilful mis-statement, suppression of facts or contravention of the
provisions of the Act or the Rules made thereunder with intention to
evade payment of duty. It is no doubt true that the conditions that
would extend the normal period of one year to five years would also
attract the imposition of penalty [Union of India v. Rajasthan
Spinning and Weaving Mills (2009) IS SCC 448 = 2009 (2S8)
E.L.T. 3 (S. C.)]. But merely because the ingredients for both are the
same, it would not mean that in case penalty is not imposed, the duty
also cannot be recovered. Once the assessee availed credit under
Rule 2(k) of the Rules of 2004 without entitlement it amounts to
contravention of the rule with the intention of evading payment and
the extended period of limitation would be available to the Revenue,
notwithstanding the decision not to propose penalty upon the
assessee.]
Therefore, I hold that there is intention to evade payment of ServicejTax
and they have contravened the provisions of Rule 3(1) read with 2(1) and 2(p) of the
Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 & explanations under Rule 6 of the Cenvat Credit Rules,
2004 and therefore, the wrongly availed and utilized input Service Tax Credit is liable
to be recovered by invoking extended period of five years under proviso to Section
73(1) of the Finance Act, 1994, read with Rule 14(l)(ii) of the Cenvat Credit Rules,
2004. Applicable interest is also to be demanded and recovered from them in terms of
Section 75 of the Act ibid read with Rule 14(l)(ii) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 200|.
30.

As already discussed hereinabove, I find that all the above-mentioned
31.
acts of contravention of the provisions of the Finance Act and Rules framed there
under on the part of the said assessee have been committed with intent to evade
payment of duty and thereby they have rendered themselves liable for penalty under
Section 78(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 15(3) of the Cenvat Credit
Rules, 2004. The discussions hereinabove clearly indicate that the assessee j has
resorted to the suppression of material facts with intent to evade payment of tax by
way of utilizing ineligible Cenvat credit.
The above discussions amply demonstrate that the assessee has suppressed the
facts and contravened the provisions of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 as specified
above and as such the consequences shall automatically follow. The Hon’ble Supreme
32.

f,

Coujt has settled this issue in the case of M/s Dharamendra Textile Processors [2008
(231) E.L.T. 3 (S.C.)] and further clarified in the case of M/s Rajasthan Spinning &

Weaving Mills [2009 (238) E.L.T. 3 (S.C)]. Hon’ble Supreme Court has said that the
presence of malafide intention is not relevant for imposing penalty and mens rea is not
an essential ingredient for penalty for tax delinquency which is a civil obligation.
Therefore, I hold that the assessee is liable for penalty under Section 78(1) of the
Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 15(3) of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.
I find that the said assessee was earlier registered under the Jurisdiction
33.
of the Commissioner of Service Tax, Ahmedabad, Consequent to the issue of the
Notification No. 12/2017-Central Excise (NT) to 14/2017-Central Excise (NT) all
datefd 09.06.2017, appointing the officers of various ranks as Central Excise officers &
reallocating the jurisdiction: of the Central Excise Officers and Trade Notice No.
001/2017 dated 16.06.2017 issued by the Chief Commissioner, Central Excise &
Service Tax, Ahmedabad Zone, the said assessee is now registered under the
Jurisdiction of the Commissioner, Central Goods and Service Tax, Ahmedabad South.
34.
Further, he then effective provisions of the Central Excise Act, 1944
and the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985, as repealed vide Section 174(1) of the COST
Act, 2017 and the then effective provisions of the Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994,
as omitted vide Section 173 of the COST Act, 2017, and the then effective provisions
of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004, as superseded vide notification no. 20/2017-CE (NT)
dated 30.06.2017, have been saved vide Section 174(2) of the COST Act, 2017 and
notification no. 20/2017-CE (NT) dated 30.06.2017. Therefore, the provisions of the
said repealed/amended Acts and Rules made there under are rightly enforceable for the
purpose of demand of duty, interest, etc. and imposition of penalty under this notice.
As per Section 142(8)(a) of the COST Act, 2017, where in pursuance of an
assessment or adjudication proceedings instituted, whether before, on or after the
appointed day, under the existing law, any amount of tax, interest, fine or penalty
becomes recoverable from the person, the same shall, unless recovered under the
existing law, be recovered as an arrear of tax under this Act.
35.

In view of my above findings, I pass the following order:
ORDER
(i)

I disallow the wrongly taken and utilized Cenvat Credit of Rs.62,03,454/(Rupees Sixty Two Lakh, Three Thousand, Four Mundred & Fifty Four
Only) as detailed above under the proviso to Section 73(1) of the Finance
Act, 1994 read with Rule I4(l)(ii) of the Cenvat Credit Rules,2004 by
invoking extended period of limitation and order for recovery of the same
from the assessee, under the provisions of the Finance Act, 1994 and the
Central Goods & Services Tax Act, 2017;

(ii)

Interest at the appropriate rate should also be charged and recovered on the
above confirmed demand in terms of the provisions of Section 75 of the
Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 14(l)(ii) of the Cenvat Credit Rules,
2004;and

(iii)

I impose a penalty of Rs.62,03,454/- (Rupees Sixty Two Lakh, Three
Thousand, Four Hundred & Fifty Four Only) on the assessee in terms of the
provisions of Section 78(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 read with Rule 15(3)
of the Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 and order for recovery of the same from
the assessee, under the provisions of the Finance Act, 1994 and the Central
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Goods & Services Tax AcU 2017. However, in view of clause (ii) of the
second proviso to Section 78 (1), if the amount of Service Tax confirmed
and interest thereon is paid within a period of thirty days from the date of
receipt of this Order, the penalty shall be twenty five percent of the said
amount, subject to the condition that the amount of such reduced penalty is
also paid within the said period of thirty days.

(Mohit Agrawal)
Additional Commissioner
CGST, Ahmedabad South.
F. No. STC/04-1 lO/Surya/O&A/l 8-19

Date: - 30.09.2020

DIN ; 20200964WS0000703C1B

BY REGD POST A.D./HAND DELIVERY
To,

M/s. Surya Real Infra Private Limited,
Suryan Logeco Homes. Survey no. 641.
1/4, Gandhismruti Co-Operative Housing Society,
Mumatpura, Makarba. Ahmedabad-380051.
Copy to:(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
{<%)
(6)

The Hoivble Principal Commissioner, CGST, Ahmedabad-South.
The Deputy Commissioner (RRA), Central GST, Ahmedabad South.
The Deputy Commissioner, Central GST, Division-VIII,
Ahmedabad South.
The Superintendent, Central GST, Range-I, Division-VIII, Ahmedabad
outh.
The Assistant Commissioner (System), Central GST, Ahmedabad South.
Guard File.
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